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RESUMO 

A implementação do BIM na indústria da Arquitetura, Engenharia e Construção (AEC) reinventou o 

modelo de negócio deste sector, alterando a forma tradicional de gerir os projetos. Esta transformação 

teve um impacto significativo na colaboração e comunicação de dados. No entanto, a transição digital 

trouxe inúmeras questões sobre a Gestão da Qualidade neste novo contexto.  

O modelo BIM assumiu um papel central no ambiente digital. Com todas as informações essenciais no 

modelo, a qualidade do modelo tornou-se crucial, o que significa que quaisquer deficiências podem 

causar consequências significativas, afetando o processo de colaboração global. Como resultado, a 

fiabilidade de todo o projeto depende diretamente da integridade do modelo em termos de qualidade. 

Apesar da variedade de ferramentas de verificação de modelos disponíveis no mercado, falta uma 

abordagem integrada à Garantia da Qualidade e ao Controlo da Qualidade que apoie a entrega do projeto 

desde o seu início até à entrega da obra, considerando as utilizações e os requisitos BIM definidos e 

reconhecendo os dados e as normas da indústria. Este trabalho revela as metodologias existentes e 

fornece uma análise das diretrizes e ferramentas que abordam a Garantia/Controlo da Qualidade no 

mercado.  

A principal preocupação na obtenção da qualidade do modelo consiste em assegurar que o modelo 

contém todas as informações necessárias e está em conformidade com os requisitos definidos pelas 

partes responsáveis. No entanto, a investigação mostra que a definição inadequada dos requisitos e a 

conformidade do modelo com esses requisitos constituem um dos maiores obstáculos a uma colaboração 

efetiva entre os clientes e os fornecedores. Este estudo centra-se na exploração dos métodos atualmente 

utilizados para a especificação de requisitos, procurando soluções de melhoria. Para colmatar esta 

lacuna, esta investigação propõe uma metodologia abrangente de Garantia/Controlo da Qualidade 

concebida para garantir a conformidade do modelo com os requisitos específicos da entidade 

adjudicante. Os objetivos principais são três: em primeiro lugar, a criação de uma ferramenta que aborda 

a Garantia de Qualidade durante o processo de criação do modelo; em segundo lugar, os procedimentos 

de verificação do Controlo da Qualidade integrados na metodologia proposta; e, em terceiro lugar, a 

exploração das possibilidades de automatização. Além disso, este estudo estabelece as bases para 

investigação futura sobre o aumento da qualidade do modelo, centrando-se na automatização da 

especificação de requisitos. 

Palavras-chave: BIM, Garantia da Qualidade,  Controlo da Qualidade, Especificação de Requisitos, 

Verificação de Modelos. 
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ABSTRACT 

Implementing BIM in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry has reinvented 

this sector's business model, changing the traditional way of handling projects. This transformation had 

a significant impact on collaboration and data communication. However, the digital transition brought 

up numerous questions about Quality Management in this new setting.  

The BIM model has taken a central role in the digital environment. With all essential information within 

the model, the quality of the model became crucial, meaning that any deficiencies can cause significant 

consequences, impacting the overall collaboration process. As a result, the reliability of the whole 

project depends directly on the integrity of the model in terms of quality. Despite the variety of model 

checking tools available on the market, there is a lack of an integrated approach to Quality Assurance 

(QA) and Quality Control (QC) that would support project delivery from its commencement to 

handover, considering the defined BIM uses, requirements and acknowledging industry data and 

standards. This work discloses existing methodologies and provides a review of the guidelines and tools 

addressing QA/QC on the market.  

The primary concern in achieving model quality lies in assuring that the model contains all needed 

information and aligns with the requirements defined by the appointing parties. However, research 

shows that inadequate definitions of requirements and the model’s compliance to these requirements, 

present one of the biggest obstacles to effective collaboration of clients and appointed parties. This study 

focuses on exploring currently used methods of specifying requirements while seeking improvement 

solutions. To bridge this gap, this research proposes a comprehensive QA/QC methodology designed to 

guarantee model compliance with the appointing party's specific requirements. The primary objectives 

are threefold: first, creating a tool that addresses QA during the model creation process; second, the QC 

verification procedures integrated into the proposed methodology; and third, exploring the possibilities 

of automation. Furthermore, this study lays the groundwork for future research on enhancing the model 

quality by focusing on automating the requirements specification. 

Keywords: BIM, Quality Assurance (QA), Quality Control (QC), Requirements Specification, Model 

Checking. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the Architecture, Engineering, Construction and Operation (AECO) industry has 

undergone a significant digital transformation, primarily driven by the adoption of Building Information 

Modelling (BIM). BIM is a methodology that manages project and building design information digitally 

(Penttilä, 2006). Creating a virtual environment replicates the construction project and allows the 

creation of precise digital models of the building. Its implementation completely reshaped the traditional 

business model of project development and delivery, facilitating changes in not only the creation process 

but the way how stakeholders collaborate and manage project information as well.  

The main facilitator of this transformation is the BIM model, which carries all project information, 

including both physical and alphanumerical characteristics (Azhar et al., 2008). All processes and 

extraction of essential views are based on the digital model, making it a key factor in the use of BIM 

(Andrich et al., 2022). Recognising that all project information derives from the model underscores the 

importance of assuring its quality. The high quality of the model ensures the correctness and reliability 

of the information contained within it, eliminating issues and misunderstandings. One of the biggest 

issues with quality is inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent information, causing decreased efficiency, 

design errors, and issues in the later stages of the project. Poorly defined information leads to deficient 

outcomes and project delays, affecting the overall process (Berard, 2012). Furthermore, low quality 

limits the uses of BIM model and produces inaccurate deliverables affecting all aspects of decision-

making, scheduling and quantification among other uses.   

This necessity highlights the significance of the implementation of Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality 

Control (QC) processes within the BIM Process. Technological improvement and high customer 

expectations in the construction industry, increased the demand for the development of QA and QC 

methodologies (Kerkar and Salvi, 2020). QA as a measure of prevention assuring the quality and QC as 

the process of verification and identifying the issues (ISO 9000:2015, 2021). The integration of these 

aspects ensures the accuracy, reliability of the BIM model and quality of its deliverables.  

Currently, there are more than a few software solutions that integrate some level of quality verification 

(Cann et al., 2020). However, these tools are usually focused on addressing specific aspects of quality, 

therefore lacking the integrated QA/QC approach that would support project delivery considering all 

requested BIM Uses, Requirements and stakeholders throughout the entire project life cycle. 

1.1. Objectives 

Current fragmentation in the implementation of QA and QC processes leads to inefficiencies and 

mistakes. Moreover, it is performed involving a lot of manual or semi-automated work, wasting valuable 

human workforce and time resources.  

As such, the primary goal of this study is to propose a methodology that could seamlessly integrate QA 

and QC procedures into the workflow of the company. The created methodology will be twofold: firstly, 

addressing QA by establishing requirements that align with both industry and company specific 
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standards, and secondly, tackling QC through verification of the model’s compliance with the predefined 

Requirements.  

Furthermore, the created methodology will aim to address the possibilities of automation of these 

processes as well. This will be achieved through answering the following objectives: understanding the 

process of Quality Management, identifying current status of QA/QC in the BIM, decomposition of the 

Model checking in order to understand its parts, proposing a methodology for enhancing model quality 

by integrating QA/QC processes, addressing QA through the creation of a Requirements Specificator 

and testing out possible QC methods through verification of a case study. 

1.2. Collaborators in Dissertation 

This research seeks to answer the needs for assuring quality of the models delivered to the appointing 

parties. It was developed in close collaboration with BIMMS – BIM Management Solutions, as a direct 

response to the company’s necessity to elevate the quality of the deliverables. BIMMS is an international 

company specialized in developing and managing digital models. Working closely within company’s 

environment was crucial to understand what the current practices are and how they can be improved. 

Additionally, expertise of company’s professionals and their support provided needed guidance and 

resources to conduct this study. 

1.3. Dissertation Structure 

This dissertation is organized into six chapters as illustrated below (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 – Dissertation Structure 

First chapter introduces the overall topic of the study, highlighting the questions it aims to address. It 

provides an overview of the research methodology, objectives, involved partners and an explanation of 

the research structure.  

Second chapter dives into the state of the art. It consists of five sections aiming to address the context 

of model quality and current practice (Figure 2). First section provides an overview of concepts of the 

Quality and Quality Management, and more importantly, raises the question of managing quality in 

Industry 4.0. Sequentially, second section dives into the specifics of the Quality Management in BIM. 

It addresses two key processes which are Quality assurance and Quality Management. Through 

researching of the content of QA/QC guidelines, it aims to assess the current state of the quality 

processes in the industry. Moreover, tries to understand which aspects constitute Model checking 

methodology. Relying on the key factors of Model checking: rules, information and software, following 

sections dive into each of these specifically. Third section addresses the rule-based checking, providing 

an overview of the concept. Additionally, it addresses the topic of rules classifications, organization and 

representation, aiming for a better understanding of how the rules are specified. Forth section provides 
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an insight into the second aspect of Model checking which is information contained within the model. 

It aims to understand fundamentals of defining information requirements and reflects on the Level of 

Information (LOIN) concept. Fifth section of this paragraph addresses the model checking tools 

available on the market. It evaluates four checking tools through several components: templates and 

functionalities embedded in the tool, rule creation process and visualization of the results. 

 

Figure 2 – Visualization of the information flow in State of the Art 

Third chapter explains the proposed methodology and how it deals with the issue of model quality. The 

purpose of this chapter is to address some of the issues company encounters in the process and define 

new workflow that integrates QA and QC in the process of defining requirements and verifying model 

compliance. 

The fourth chapter presents the development of Requirement Specificator. Firstly, it explains the 

methodology of creation and resources used. Secondly, it reflects on the logic of structuring the 

information. Additionally, it dives into the three sections, based on the tier structure of the Specificator. 

Each section further addresses each tier, explaining the creation process, requirements and content. 

Fifth chapter focuses on validation and testing out the proposed framework. It evaluates three possible 

methods of checking the model compliance. The evaluation is conducted with the collaboration of the 

BIMMS company, where an ongoing project is used as subject of the checking. Each section of this 

chapter explains the process of conducting the checking and displays results of each verification. 

Last chapter presents the conclusion of the conducted research and proposes future development. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 

2.1. Quality Management 

In order to delve into the topic of quality assurance and quality checking of the BIM model, it is essential 

to break down the concept of quality and quality management first. 

2.1.1. What is Quality? 

There have been more than a few attempts to define the meaning of quality. Although the term is used 

daily among academics and practitioners, no interpretation is widely accepted. Most definitions are 

closely tied to the discipline they refer to, giving rather ambiguous explanations if analysed 

independently. Despite that, there is much consensus about the truthfulness of the statement: “Quality 

is what makes the difference between things being excellent or run-of-the-mill” (Sallis, 2002, p.15). 

Depending on the context, definitions of quality have several approaches. Some of the definitions are as 

follows: 

“Quality is fitness for use” (Juran, 1999, p.21). 

“The first erroneous assumption is that quality means goodness, or luxury, so shininess, or weight. We 

must define quality as conformance to requirements if we are to manage it”. (Crosby, 1979, p.1) 

“Quality means freedom from deficiencies” (Badr, 2011, p.7). 

The widely accepted term is the one proposed by Philipp B. Crosby. He defines quality as conformance 

to requirements (Crosby, 1979). This rather simple concept means that every product that reproduces 

planned design specifications is of high quality.  

According to Garvin (1987), quality cannot be a single variable but rather multifaceted. He proposes 

eight dimensions (Figure 3) according to which quality can be assessed: 

1. Performance – key operational feature; 

2. Features – additional benefits; 

3. Reliability – likelihood of product breakdown; 

4. Durability – product’s lifespan; 

5. Conformance – meeting with specifications; 

6. Serviceability – easiness of maintenance; 

7. Aesthetics – attributes appealing to senses; 

8. Perceived Quality – perceived by customers. 
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Figure 3 – Garvin’s Eight Dimensions of Quality (based on Garvin, 1987) 

2.1.2. Concept of Quality Management 

The need for a certain quality of product or service inaugurated the need for quality management. The 

simplest explanation of Quality Management would be that it is a control over the characteristics that 

make up the quality of a product or a service. In other words, quality management is a set of different 

actions that are taken in order to provide quality that fits the given requirements.  

According to ISO 9000:2015 (2021), quality management consists of four aspects which are Quality 

planning, Quality assurance, Quality control and Quality improvements (Figure 4). 

Quality planning is related to the planning stage in which the quality objectives are set. Quality assurance 

involves assuring that requirements will be fulfilled. Quality control involves comparing the actual 

performance with the planned one and taking actions if they do not align. Lastly, Quality improvements 

deals with increasing the ability to fulfil quality requirements, through improving both planned and 

control processes based on the results from the control stage. 
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Figure 4 – ISO 9000 Quality Management Aspects (based on ISO 9000:2015, 2021) 

Achieving quality through quality management and following standards can be seen as mandatory in 

not only providing viable product on the market but being a competitive advantage as well (Carvalho et 

al., 2021). In other words, managing quality should not represent just a routine activity of the company, 

but should be seen as a strategic imperative that contributes to overall success and competitiveness on 

the market. 

Crosby (1979) defines The Four Absolutes of Quality Management as (1) the definition of quality is 

conformance to requirements, (2) the system of quality is prevention, (3) the performance standard 

is zero defects, and (4) the measurement of quality is the price of non-conformance. 

He puts clients’ requirements and needs as imperative, which goes along with his explanation that 

quality is compliance with requirements. Secondly, he states the importance of prevention, believing in 

eliminating error before happening. Through the Zero defects policy, Crosby promotes an approach of 

not having allowable number of mistakes at all. Lastly, managing quality is directly connected to 

financial aspect, where non-conformance stands for the cost of failure. 

2.1.3. Costs and benefits of maintaining quality 

Approaches to managing quality are diverse, depending on the discipline and main focus. Nevertheless, 

advantages that can be accomplished in terms of business objectives are vastly the same. Through 

Quality Management and setting a recognized standard, quality can be the main differentiator from 

competitors’ offers.  

Benefits of Quality Management (Sannassee and Kawthar, 2013) can be evaluated through three 

contexts: Internal, External and Financial. 

Internal benefits are related to improvements within an organization, whereas external refer to 

enhancements that can be accomplished in relation to the client and on the market (Table 1). 
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Table 1 - Quality Management Benefits based on literature review of conducted studies 

(Zgirskas et al., 2021; Casadesus et al., 2001; Sannassee and Kawthar, 2013) 

 

When it comes to the cost of applying quality, Crosby (1979) defines two types of cost. The Sum of 

price of conformance to requirements and the Sum of price of non-conformance. 

In other words, he defines the cost of good and the cost of poor quality (Figure 5). The first one includes 

all planning activities needed to assure compliance to the requirements. On the opposite, if these 

preventive actions are not taken, there is a cost of poor quality as a result of a defective product. 

 

Figure 5 - Cost of good and poor quality (based on Crosby, 1979; Feigenbaum, 1956) 
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2.1.4. Evolution of Quality Management 

There is a common misconception that the development of quality management started with the 

Industrial Revolution and development of mass production. The truth is that the concept of quality can 

be traced much further back in time, originating in the ancient period. One of the first legal documents, 

The Code of Hammurabi, addresses the importance of quality in several codes: “If a shipbuilder builds 

a boat for someone, and do not make it tight, if during that same year that boat is sent away and suffers 

injury, the shipbuilder shall take the boat apart and put it together tight at his own expense” (Hammurabi, 

1750-1755 B.C.). It is known that Ancient Egyptians implemented a systematic quality control while 

building pyramids, which is shown through the structured manner and precision they were built with 

(Hellman and Liu, 2013). 

During medieval ages, expansion of both craftsmen and manufacturing guilds  contributed significantly 

to the development of manufacturing processes, hence quality control as well. They implemented quality 

controls within guild not only as a method of assuring the quality of their own product, but for comparing 

it to other competitors as well. (Richardson, 2004) By marking the product, the craftsman would provide 

proof of quality, which was acknowledged throughout the Europe.  

However, a big milestone when it comes to quality management system came with the development of 

production methodology during the Industrial revolution.  Worker’s main objective became providing 

the product that corresponds to the sample or specification (Juran, 2010). Since both processes and 

products became more complex, it developed the need for checking the product quality after production. 

Manufacturing factories had special departments who were in charge of inspecting goods and finding 

faulty ones (Report et al., 2012).  

Conducting quality control became a well-established part of the manufacturing process, but at the late 

19th and beginning of 20th century, more attention was devoted to it from scientific and legislative side. 

Frederick W. Taylor (1911) developed the idea of scientific management, which was a role model for 

the approaches developed during 20th century. Unlike previous methods that were focused only on the 

final product, Taylor devoted more attention to the process and workers themselves, developing key 

principles for enhancing quality (Dooley, 2010). 

Big attention to providing quality of production was given during II World War. The need for larger and 

faster production demanded the quality assurance system. Along with complexity, the need for high 

quality and safety was imperative so this period birthed quality guides and standards (Juran, 2010). The 

post-war period is considered to be the beginning of the Total Quality Approach. W. Edvards Deming 

and Joseph M. Juran were the founding fathers of new methodology developed for the Japanese market. 

It can be concluded that they heavily relied on Taylor’s theory of managing quality, not only of the 

product but of the process and services as well. Evidently, this approach showed as very successful, 

bringing Japanese products to the top of the list when it comes to the quality, in just a short period of 

time.  

Last milestone when it comes to quality management is an ongoing process still, dealing with quality in 

digitized manufacturing sector. Technological advancement at the beginning of 21st century 

fundamentally changed the business model, starting the period of 4th Industrial Revolution, otherwise 
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called Industry 4.0. Digital transformation brought into focus the use of digital copies of real world 

(Turk and Klinc, 2019) which generated Quality 4.0, a branch of quality management using digital 

technologies. 

Given timeline (Figure 6) provides an insight into the progress that quality concept experienced during 

different time periods, confirming its volatility and need to adapt in order to conform. This raises a 

question of what the future trends are and how they will influence the evolution of managing quality. 

 

Figure 6 - Quality Management Timeline 

2.1.5. Automation of quality 

As indicated previously, Quality 4.0 is a concept concerned with managing the quality in the Industry 

4.0. It can be defined as a “combination of new technologies, standard quality tools and methods in order 

to achieve superior performance, higher operational excellence and optimal innovation” (Antony et al., 

2022, p. 8). 

The main advantage of this approach to quality management is that it is focused on the use of digital 

tools that allow intensive monitoring of all activities. Focus is being put on the use of machine learning, 

minimizing human intervention and replacing it with computer-based solutions. 
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As underscored by Milunovic et al. (2019), foundation of Quality 4.0 is based on the use of advanced 

technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Blockchain, Deep Learning, Enabling 

technologies, Machine Learning and Data Science (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 - Description of Quality 4.0 Technologies and Tools (based on Radziwill, 2018) 

Embracing the capabilities offered by these technologies would elevate the process of quality control 

beyond traditional methods and boundaries, reshaping the standard industry procedures. 

Moreover, there are more than a few benefits that can be detected with automatization of quality 

management. Radziwill (2018) groups them into seven categories: Augmentation of human intelligence; 

Improving quality and speed of making decisions; Increasing transparency, traceability and auditability; 

Predicting changes and adapting to new circumstances; Be adaptable to new situations and knowledge, 

anticipate changes, and expose irregularities; Constant improvement and developing of new business 

models through advancement of relationships and the concept of trust; Knowledge by developing one's 

capacity for self- and other awareness. 

In conclusion, the range of benefits that automating quality brings is perceived as a necessary step in 

aligning with the digital transformation of the industry. 

2.2. Quality Assurance and Quality Control in BIM 

2.2.1. General Overview 

The question of managing quality in the construction industry is significantly more complex compared 

to other industries. It includes not only the quality of the building, which is the final product, but all the 
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processes occurring during the project phases. Use of BIM already downsized the percentage of usual 

drawbacks significantly but raised the issue of managing construction quality in digital environment.  

Data quality management consists of two concurrent processes (Doukari and Motamedi, 2022): Quality 

Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC). 

Both QA and QC represent tools for digital Quality Management, and very often, they are mistaken. So, 

first of all, it is necessary to acknowledge the meaning of each concept. 

 As defined by ISO 9000:2015 (2021) Quality Assurance is part of quality management that is focused 

on providing confidence that the quality requirements will be fulfilled. Its application has two main 

objectives (COBIM, 2012): Internal, focused on improving design and External, improving the 

exchange of information between different parties. It is a set of systematic and planned activities that 

ensure integration of the quality at the beginning of the project.   

ISO 9000:2015 (2021) defines Quality Control as part of Quality Management focused on fulfilling 

those requirements. QC is based on comparing different data with established standards and analysing 

the differences between them. Controls are based on different types of checks which are grouped into 

subsets depending on their purpose. 

In other words, QA is the process aligned with creating deliverables, whereas QC is the verification of 

those deliverables (ViBIM, 2020) (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Difference between QA and QC (based on Rogers, 2023; Stanton, 2022) 

2.2.2. The status of QA/QC Guidelines for BIM 

Since quality checking represents one of the essentials of BIM, there are more than a few guides and 

manuals dealing with this topic. Some guidelines refer to it explicitly, whereas others address certain 

aspects, such as modelling requirements, that are an integral part of quality assurance process. The 

objective of the study in this paragraph is to evaluate the level of information on this subject available 
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in the market. This research involves compiling and assessing a collection of documents provided by 

various sources. The selection criteria were as follows: 

Date of publishing: To assure that reviewed content remains current, documents published from 2012 

were selected for research; 

Guidelines content: Given that the research primary focus is on the model and quality checking, 

documents that cover these topics were selected. 

In the following table (Table 2), a list of the evaluated guidelines is provided, followed by a short 

description of the quality content of each one. 

Table 2 – Evaluated guides information 

Document Name Publishing Organization Publishing Country Publishing Year 

GSA BIM Guide U.S. General Services Administration USA 2016 

BIM Essential Guide Building and Construction Authority Singapore 2013 

NATSPEC National BIM Guide Construction Information Systems Australia 2022 

Singapore BIM Guide Version 2.0 Building and Construction Authority Singapore 2013 

COBIM Series 6 COBIM Finland 2012 

Statsbygg BIM Manual 1.2.1 Statsbygg Norway 2013 

GSFIC BIM Guide Series 01 Georgia State Financing and Investment Comission USA 2013 

The New Zealand BIM Handbook BIM Acceleration Committee New Zealand 2019 

CIC BIM Standards General Construction Industry Council Hong Kong 2021 

AEC (UK) BIM Technology Protocol AEC (UK) UK 2015 

 

GSA BIM Guide 07 (2016) tackles the topic of quality in two ways: addressing the general requirements 

for modelling and quality control procedures. It provides practical guidance for modellers, which 

implicitly leverages overall quality of the model, preventing the common irregularities that appear due 

to bad modelling practices.  

BIM Essential Guide - For BIM Execution Plan (2013) is a set of documents designed for different 

stakeholders: architectural consultants, MEP consultants, Civil and Structural consultants and others.  It 

addresses the quality level needed for each phase and provides modelling guidelines for each discipline, 

differing the requirements depending on the project milestone. 

NATSPEC National BIM Guide (2022) brings QA and QC in relation to information management and 

modelling standards: “model to standard, check to a standard”. It provides general modelling guidelines 

on data structure and sharing of the model but lacks detailed information. 

Singapore BIM Guide Version 2.0 (2013) indicates the responsibility of the BIM Manager in defining 

the Quality Assurance Plan which should specify data requirements and performed checks. The guide 

provides a list of aspects that should be taken into consideration: Modelling Guidelines, Dataset 

Validation, Interference Check and Validation of data used in cross-disciplinary coordination. 

COBIM Series 6: Quality Assurance (2012) divides QA into two main categories: checking and 

analysis. The first one as a method of verifying the BIM file and information it contains, and second as 

producing information refined from the BIM. 
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Statsbygg BIM Manual 1.2.1 (2013) does not explicitly delve into the topic of QA and QC but provides 

modelling guidelines that can be referenced when defining requirements. It sorts them according to 

discipline and stage, following the IFC schema from project information to more specific. 

GSFIC BIM Guide Series 01: Model Analysis and Validation (2013) is a guide mainly intended for 

Architects and Engineers. It provides guidelines regarding both geometrical and non-geometrical data 

but is reserved only for Design requirements. 

The New Zealand BIM Handbook – Appendix A – Modelling and Documentation Practice (2014) 

is a short document listing general modelling guidelines and quality control measures. 

CIC BIM Standards General (2021) goes through the concept of QA and BIM Audit, grouping the 

checks into several categories. Modelling requirements are provided in detail, containing even the 

guidelines referring to annotations and line weights. 

AEC (UK) BIM Technology Protocol (2015) points out the importance of quality throughout the 

document but lacks any further details on the topic. It provides detailed guidelines for project 

information, naming convention and classification following BS. 

Each reviewed document covers a variety of subjects related to BIM. The objective of this research is 

to assess the current status of QA/QC content within the industry guidelines, so the evaluation presented 

below focuses on these aspects. The idea is to illustrate to which extent and detail these topics are 

covered in the selected manuals. In the assessment process, all aspects associated with achieving model 

quality are taken into consideration. They are classified into three sections: QA / QC, Modelling 

requirements and Standards and Conventions. Depth by which each topic is processed is classified by 

three levels: low=1, medium=2 and high=3. 

Table 3 – Results of the evaluation of selected guides 

      Low=1               Medium=2              High=3 

Document Name QA / QC Modelling Requirements Standards  and Conventions 

GSA BIM Guide 3 2 3 

BIM Essential Guide 2 3 2 

NATSPEC National BIM Guide 1 2 1 

Singapore BIM Guide Version 2.0 3 3 1 

COBIM Series 6 3 2 1 

Statsbygg BIM Manual 1.2.1 2 3 3 

GSFIC BIM Guide Series 01 1 3 3 

The New Zealand BIM Handbook 1 2 1 

CIC BIM Standards General 2 3 1 

AEC (UK) BIM Technology Protocol 1 3 3 
    

 21 25 19 

 

Results of the analysis of provided BIM guides (Table 3) show the overall attitude towards QA and QC 

which is that majority of them point out the importance of quality but lack detailed methodology and 

requirements. This only confirms the need for creating a guideline that would specify thorough 

requirements for assuring the quality of the model. 
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2.2.3. BIM Model checking and QA/QC 

BIM Model checking represents a pivotal part of Quality Assurance and Quality Control processes, 

being the necessary step in ensuring compliance with the requirements (Eastman, 2012). As stated in 

COBIM - Series 6 (2012), only 5-10 % of project information is systematically checked in a standard 

process. 

Model checking consists of three components (Seib, 2019): Rule sets, Information contained within 

the model and Software (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 – Model checking components 

Level of performed checks is directly influenced by all three variables that are dependent on each other. 

Software’s functionalities need to support performing developed rules. Tool must be capable of 

executing the established rules properly, but also access and process the information within the model. 

At the same time, rules must be designed, taking into consideration how information is stored and what 

are the checking possibilities of the software. Thus, all three components need to be aligned for accurate 

and reliable model checking. 

Hjelseth (2016) classifies model checking’s into following types: Validation checking, Model content 

checking, Smart object checking and Design option checking. 

Validation checking is a set of checks based on verifying compliance of design to the predefined rules. 

The content of rules is diverse and can be based on different standards and regulations. Depending on 

the type of data that is being checked, it is grouped into two subsets: geometry-based checking like Clash 

Detection and information-based checking like Code Compliance (Hjelseth, 2015).  

Model Content checking is intended for verifying the content of the model, i.e., the relevance of provided 

information for the intended use (Hjelseth, 2015). It is based on the Exchange Information Requirements 
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(EIR) through which are defined geometric and alphanumerical information required in the model (ISO 

19650-1:2018, 2018). Content checking enables having required data and avoiding information waste. 

Adaptive model checking is based on the use of smart objects that are able to automatically adapt to 

changes in design based on predefined rules embedded in them (Hjelseth, 2015). Although the 

application of this type of checks is not widely applicable, it is fairly common with the use of parametric 

objects. The level of their adaptability depends on the amount and type of rules controlling the 

behaviour. 

Guidance or otherwise known as Design option checking is a type of check that serves as a guideline 

providing designer with several solutions. It is more complex comparing to other types of checking 

because it is based on predefined rules and a list of possible solutions (Hjelseth, 2015). 

In their research Mirarchi and Pavan (2019) address data quality within the models, focusing on three 

key dimensions which are Accuracy – data being correct and reliable, Consistency – correct use of 

semantic structure and Completeness – information structure satisfying requirements. 

Accuracy of the information is vital since inaccurate data can compromise the project outcome. 

Consistency simplifies data interpretation and avoids making incorrect assumptions. Completeness 

guarantees that the model fulfils its intended purpose. They present the foundation of model integrity, 

meaning that quality assurance and model checking procedures should be focused on addressing these 

three dimensions. 

2.2.4. Challenges of applying BIM Model checking 

Despite the continuous emphasizing of the importance of performing BIM model checking, there are 

still many difficulties being faced in this matter. Although the majority of research focuses on technical 

challenges, the number of existing model checking tools implies that this is not an only challenge. 

Depending on the nature of the obstacles, several types of issues can be observed e.g., technological, 

societal, commercial, etc.  

One of the main issues with model checking is creating the rulesets, in other words, interpreting human-

readable rules to machine learning. Hjeslseth (2015) conducted a study focused on processing of rules 

based on BIM-guidance from Statsbygg. Results showed that only a third can be automatically 

interpreted, whereas the rest must involve manual processing. In relation to this, as mentioned 

previously, one of the biggest drawbacks is lacking specific guidelines that would intelligibly state rules 

that need to be implemented, hence simplifying the process of interpreting.  

The problem with large number of tools, though the situation is changing in past few years, is that they 

use “black-box” approach, restricting users of model checking according to their customized rules. 

Hard-coded approach does not adapt to changes and not only limits users, but affects relevancy of the 

checking as well e.g., assessing design according to latest standards (Gade and Svidt, 2021). 

Societal challenges are usually seen as irrelevant but present a large drawback in efficient model 

checking. Murphie and Potts (2017, cited in Gade and Svidt, 2021, p.3) state that the relationship 

between technology and society is not just cause-and-effect formula, but rather an interplay, where 
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technology operates and is being operated in a complex social field. The biggest issue regarding the 

user’s aspect is that the more comprehensive the process is, user is less likely to understand it. 

Consequently, being reluctant to trust the process and results, the user will more likely return to previous 

methods in which he can rely. 

2.3. Rule Based checking 

Rule based checking refers to the process of BIM model checking, where information within the BIM 

model is checked based on the conditions specified by predefined rule sets. 

2.3.1. Background on rule checking 

Rule-based checking systems are systems that assess design through applying rules or constraints, giving 

pass, fail, warning or unknown as a result (Eastman et al., 2009). Eastman et. al. (2009) state that rule 

checking process consists of four stages: Rule interpretation, Building model preparation, Rule 

execution and Rule check reporting stage. 

Rule interpretation stage is part of translating the human-interpretable rules to computer-processable 

form. This step is vital for the automation of the process (Sydora and Stroulia, 2020). A common method 

is creating a table consisting of parameterized rules (Zhang et al., 2012). Model preparation stage 

consists of insuring that the building model is adequate for performing the check. In other words, that it 

provides needed information in appropriate structure e.g., object name, attributes, relationships et al. 

(Zhang et al., 2012). This usually includes following guides that specify modelling requirements for 

certain check e.g., Singapore BIM Guide (2013). Other method is using model view definitions (MVD) 

to assure the existence of needed parameters (BuildingSMART, 2019). Execution stage consists of two 

parts (BuidlingSMART, 2019): mapping in-between model and created rules; and actual performing of 

the check. Final step of the process is reporting the results which can be graphical or textual. 

Zhang et al. (2022) state that there are three main topics related to rule-based checking: Rule 

Classification, Rule Organisation and Rule Representation. 

2.3.2. Rule Classification 

Majority of papers dealing with the topic of rule-based checking proposes some classification method 

for grouping the rules. Solihin and Eastman (2015) classify rules according to the complexity of their 

processing into four categories: 

Class 1—Rules that require a single or small number of explicit data; 

Class 2—Rules that require simple derived attribute values; 

Class 3—Rules that require extended data structure; 

Class 4—Rules that require a “proof of solution”. 
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2.3.2.1. Class 1 – Rules that require a single or small number of explicit data 

This class checks “explicit attributes and entity references” (Eastman, 2015) focusing on a single or 

small amount of data. This group of rules is the simplest one to process considering the availability of 

information that needs to be assessed. Hence, it is retrieved directly from the entity, extracting relevant 

attributes and properties, or through parsing its relationships. 

Rule example: Railing height shall be 900 mm or more. 

Explanation: This rule falls under Class 1 as it involves a straightforward verification of an explicit 

property. The rule checks the height property of a railing entity. If the height is equal to or greater than 

900 mm, the rule is satisfied. 

2.3.2.2. Class 2 - Rules that require simple derived attribute values 

This class of rules is a bit more complex than the previous one, since it cannot be assessed directly, but 

the values are derived using different relationships. This class does not generate new data structures but 

uses a combination of multiple values in order to check the required one. Unlike the Class 1 where 

values are explicit, this type of rules often require calculations including different measurements and 

distances. 

Rule example: If the ramp landing has direct entrance, landing width needs to be 1200 mm plus the 

clearance space of the door. 

Explanation: This rule belongs to Class 2 as it requires derived values. It checks the landing width, 

which is calculated by adding 1200 mm to the clearance space of the door. The calculation involves use 

of multiple attribute values to assess compliance. 

2.3.2.3. Class 3 - Rules that require extended data structure 

This group is significantly more complex than the previous two since it requires extended data structure, 

retrieving data that is stored externally e.g., topological, geometrical and other properties. It requires 

creating spatial structures that will hold the information about paths, distances etc. This methodology is 

usually used for complex requirements such as fire safety exits and code checking.  

Rule example: Maximum distance between Fire Alarm Call Points 

Explanation: This rule falls under Class 3 as it requires extended data structure. It creates a spatial 

structure to identify distance between points and then checks calculated distance against specific 

standard. 

2.3.2.4. Class 4 - Rules that require a “proof of solution” 

This classification differs from the rest since it is not a standard verification rule but a proof of solution. 

Meaning it focuses on the ways how the criteria can be satisfied, rather than if it is satisfied. Usually, it 

involves modifying the model with temporary data needed to find solutions. Solutions are provided from 

the knowledge base. 
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Rule example by Estman and Solihin (2016): “Design columns with holes at 21 and 42” (0.53 – 1.06 m) 

above the floor level to provide support locations for lifelines and guardrails” 

Explanation: This rule belongs to Class 4 as it requires proof of solution, meaning that the software uses 

knowledge-based system to create design that complies to the requirements stated in the rule. 

2.3.3. Rule Organisation 

Rule organisation represents a process of structuring rules in systematic and logical manner enabling 

effective execution and management. Although it is a crucial aspect when dealing with rule-based 

systems, as Zhang et al. (2016) explain, only a small number of studies take into consideration the rule 

dependencies and relationships. One of the most common methodologies is organizing rules into 

thematic groups, based on the subject. This type of organization ensures that the related rules are grouped 

together, making it easier for users to navigate and understand them. Another effective way of 

organizing is using hierarchical structure. It involves structuring in a tree-like manner, where rules are 

placed on different levels. This approach addresses hierarchy relationships between the rules, where 

higher level tiers address general principles, whereas lower levels provide more specific details. For the 

systems where the order of execution is important, dependency organization can be involved. This 

approach organizes rules based on their interdependencies, so they are performed sequentially, one rule 

relying on the completion of the other. In their research Zhang et al. (2016) reflect on some of the 

proposed strategies for organization, such as object-oriented organization and SASE (Standards 

Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation) methodology. Object-oriented approach is based on organizing 

rules around objects, so the rules that deal with the same objects, are structured together. This method 

connects the rules to specific entities they apply to, making it easier to manage them. While object-

oriented organization focuses on the interaction of rules and objects, SASE methodology addresses 

overall structure and relationships. For bigger number of rules, this approach can be difficult to manage. 

It includes two main networks, Organizational and Information. Organizational one focuses on the 

overall structure and order, whereas information network provides connections between the rules. 

2.3.4. Rule Representation 

Rule representation is pointed to the use of computer-readable method to represent building rules 

without changing the meaning of the native text (Soliman-Junior et al., 2021).  In other words, rule 

representation refers to the way rule is expressed within a system. There are different methodologies 

addressing this. Solihin and Eastman (2016) list four main categories: production rule, semantic rule 

structure, logic-based implementation and language driven approach.  

Production rule is considered to be one of the earliest methods, using the “if<conditions>then<actions>” 

structure. Zhang et al. (2016) point out that the main advantage of this approach is the simplicity of 

application. However, limitations are that it deals only with explicit data and is not able to illustrate 

relationships between the rules. This methodology is focused on the direct condition-action relationship, 

whereas semantic rule structure considers the underlying context, offering broader understanding of the 

rule. The main methodology built on this approach is RASE, developed by Hjelseth and Nisbet (2011). 

This method is based on four operators: Requirement, Applicability, Selection and Exception. It keeps 

the original text but adds interpretive mark-ups during the process to enable automatic system 
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understand rules more effectively (Zhang et al., 2016). Since its main purpose is defining semantic rule 

structure, it needs additional method for rule execution. Another method based on semantic approach is 

Semantic web. Standard language of semantic web is Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph 

structure, meaning it uses the triple form also known as RDF triplets. This structure follows a subject-

predicate-object format. Pauwels et al. (2010) explain that RDF graphs can be further enhanced by 

applying specialized vocabularies and ontologies using RDF Schema vocabulary (RDFS). RDFS 

enables augmentation of basic RDF statements, expressing relationships between entities and specifying 

constraints. As the complexity of structure grows, a more advanced mechanisms are employed. For more 

complex ontologies RDF graphs are built with Web Ontology Language (OWL), otherwise known as 

OWL ontologies. An OWL ontology can include descriptions of classes, properties and instances, 

allowing specification of more complex rules. Logic-based methodologies are used by commercial 

software’s such as Solibri and represent black-box approach that is difficult to maintain. Language 

driven approaches include domain-specific languages and visual programming languages. One of this 

type is BERA language (Building Environment Rule and Analysis Language) which is domain specific 

language intended for querying information from the model (Eastman et al., 2015). Unlike generic 

programming languages, this language is user-friendly and intuitive for industry professionals. Its main 

limitation is that it cannot support more complex rules beyond its predefined syntax. 

2.4. Information Requirements 

In the process of BIM model checking, managing the level and quality of information is crucial, as data 

quality directly affects the accuracy of any analysis conducted using that data (Mirarchi and Pavan, 

2019). Using suitable information not only prevents under and over production of data but allows 

automation of checking as well. 

2.4.1. Defining Information Requirements 

Information requirements are defined as “the request for explicit information to be delivered at a given 

time of the project to an indicated recipient, in a prescribed method and for a given purpose” (Tomczak 

et al., 2022, p. 2). Based on its use, Information Requirements can be organised into: Organizational 

Information Requirements (OIR), Project Information Requirements (PIR), Exchange Information 

Requirements (EIR) and Asset Information Requirements (AIR), which can further be detailed in the 

BIM Execution Plan (BEP) among other documents.  

In order to utilize delivered information, it is critical to understand the purpose for which it is intended. 

BS EN ISO 19650 (2020) states that beforehand of considering information itself, should be understood 

why information is needed, describing it across four main factors: Purpose, which is the need that should 

be fulfilled, Content, which can be an overall content of the information or geometrical or 

alphanumerical information of an object, Form, which is the way how it is being presented e.g., 

drawing; and Format, which is the way it is being encoded e.g., IFC.  

Providing appropriate Information Requirements, hence enabling successful information exchange and 

use, is directly dependant on defining the correct level of information that is being used. 
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2.4.2. Level of Detail vs. Level of Development vs. Level of Information Need 

There are many different approaches to define information requirements and many confusions about the 

same. In context of defining necessary level of information, for a long time, two terms have been used 

interchangeably, Level of detail (LoD) and Level of development (LOD). It can be concluded that LOD 

was built upon the LoD definitions, following the five-level hierarchy (Abualdenien and Borrman, 

2022). Although there is a great misconception that the meaning is the same, Level of detail stands for 

how much detail is included in the model element, as an input to the element itself, whereas Level of 

development stands for the degree to which both geometrical and alphanumerical information has been 

thought through, being a reliable output (New Zealand BIM Handbook, 2014). On international level 

these approaches caused misunderstandings and improper use causing information overload and overall 

inefficiency. If there were ten experts in the field explaining the LOD of the same element, there would 

have been ten different explanations (Bolpagni, 2020). By introducing Level of Information Need it was 

intended to overcome LOD limitations and focus on the data required to perform a specific task like 

Energy Analysis or Quantity Take Off (QTO). According to ISO 19650 (2018) Level of Information 

Need is determined by the minimum amount of information that is needed to comply to relevant 

requirement and anything beyond this minimum is considered a waste. Unlike LoD and LOD that derive 

on explicit levels, Level of Information Need considers this approach to be too constraining for capturing 

information requirements. 

2.4.3. Level of Information Need 

BS EN ISO 19650-4 (2020) defines Level of Information Need as a framework for defining quality, 

quantity and granularity of information requirements. As it was already mentioned, Level of Information 

Need was developed with a goal of overcoming inefficient use of LOD levels, as a lean approach focused 

on client’s needs. The most important aspect of Level of Information Need is that it is purpose driven, 

based firstly on defining the use of information.  

EN 17412-1 (2020) lists four main prerequisites () needed to define information context: Why is the 

information needed? – Purpose, When is the information needed? – Information delivery milestone, 

Who requires and delivers information? – Actors and, What? Object within breakdown structure – The 

requirement is connected to (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 - Level of Information Need structure (based on Bolpagni, BIM CPH, 2022) 

In order to closely define information, firstly it is needed to understand its purpose, interpreting it 

through specific BIM Model use. Secondly, defining in which project phase information is being 

delivered, connecting the information to ‘when’ instance can in large portion determine the type and 

quantity of required data like Energy Analysis in planning phase based on mass vs. creating complex 

Energy model in construction phase. Thirdly, distinguishing for whom the information is provided like 

a contractor or facility manager; and lastly, consider the objects within a breakdown structure. 

Level of Information Need specifies three sub-divisions of information requirements (BS EN ISO 

19650-4, 2020):  

- Geometrical information, Geometrical information is specified through following aspects: Detail, 

Dimensionality, Location, Appearance and Parametric behaviour. 

- Alphanumerical information, Alphanumerical information is specified through: Identification and 

Information content.  

- Documentation. Types of documents include: Reports, Specifications, Manuals, Photographs, Hand-

drawn sketches, Signed documents and Hard copies. 

As stated by Bolpagni (2022), the purpose of using Level of Information Need is to: avoid waste, provide 

the right information to the right actor at the right time and enable automatic compliance checking. 
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2.4.4. Methods for specifying Information Requirements 

Despite the obvious demands for defining methodologies that would be used for specifying Information 

Requirements, there is a lack of scientific research on this subject. Majority of effort has been put from 

the side of BuildingSMART (BuildingSMART, 2022) to provide needed consistency and automation in 

this field. Methodologies evaluated below are part of the list of methods for specifying information 

requirements created by Tomczak et al. (2022). 

The most frequently used method for specifying Information Requirements is still text-based and usually 

includes text files that explain requirements (Tomczak, 2022). These files can be generated in multiple 

ways, using text editors or tools provided by different vendors. Though this method can be seen as 

outdated it is still widely used due to its simplicity. More advanced method of specifying information 

associated with building products is using Product Data Templates (Martins and Costa, 2018). 

Standardized structure allows easy exchange between providers and users, as well as processing by 

different software applications. This enables data to be easily extracted, displayed and integrated into 

the model or software tools. Another method, as explained in the previous chapter, is Level of 

Information Need, which is a standard that specifies Information Requirements through defining 

geometrical requirements, alphanumerical requirements and documentation needed for specific use. One 

of the ways to define computer interpretable exchange requirements is by using Model View Definition 

(MVD). MVD presents a specific implementation level of Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), defining 

a subset of information that should be included in the model, as well as the way it is structured. It allows 

user to filter out the information needed for specific use. Although it is possible to create custom MVD 

which is tailored to specific requirements, there are several concerns addressing this. Firstly, it requires 

good understanding of the IFC schema, and it should be ensured that provided IFC files can be 

interpreted by other software applications, complying with industry standards. To overcome these 

limitations, Information Delivery Specification (IDS) format has emerged. IDS is an XML-based 

exchange format that defines information requirements. This format enables defining different type of 

information that needs to be contained within the model or specific entity, allowing user to specify 

accurate values or their restrictions. Limitation of IDS is that it addresses alphanumerical information 

and is not intended to specify certain rules or design requirements. Although they cannot be addressed 

explicitly, value constraints can be used to deal with this type of requirements. Important aspect of IDS 

is that it can be used as complementary specification to the Level of Information Need, allowing 

alphanumerical requirements to be expressed in computer-interpretable way, enabling automated 

compliance checking (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 - 5 Examples of specifying information requirements (Tomczak et al., 2022) 

In their research of methodologies for specifying Information Requirements Tomczak et al. (2022) 

conclude that IDS is the most advantageous method when it comes to automated validation of the 

alphanumerical information content within the model. 
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2.5. Tools for BIM Model Checking 

In BIM model checking process, tools serve as essential instruments for execution of the rules, assuring 

that the BIM model complies to predefined requirements and standards. The objective of this chapter is 

to assess some of the model checking software’s that are currently available on the market. The aim is 

to lay out comprehensive overview of the software functionalities and provide an insight on how they 

address the critical aspects of QA / QC. Hence, the research addresses three topics: functionalities and 

templates embedded within the tools; rule creation process and visual representation of the verifications. 

Throughout the research of the selected tools, their possibilities, as well as constraints shall be 

acknowledged. This assessment was made only for academic purposes and can´t be used for commercial 

purposes and its conclusions and methodology are restrained to the knowledge experience and 

availability of the researchers involved, so it can´t be considered exhaustive for all the possible 

evaluations. This assessment was done under the sole intention of framing this state of the art and under 

the ethical principles of this academic work without any bias for any of the products. 

2.5.1. Brief overview of selected tools 

Tools selected for evaluation are: Revit Model Checker, Solibri, Navisworks and usBIM.Checker. 

Criteria for selection of the tools was based on the fact that: they are widely used in the model checking; 

they address various aspects of model validation and they offer users the flexibility to create customized 

rules for meeting specific requirements.  

Revit Model Checker, unlike other standalone tools is a plugin designed for model checking within the 

Revit environment. It is directly integrated in the Revit workspace allowing seamless verification 

process without the need for external software. It is aimed for performing different type of verifications. 

Solibri is one of the most widely adopted tools for BIM model checking. It provides wide range of 

verifications, addressing different aspects of BIM model quality. It encompasses not only geometrical 

and spatial checking, but alphanumerical and code validation as well. It is mainly used for checking IFC 

files. 

Navisworks is another widely used tool. It is focused on model coordination and clash detection. It 

supports wide range of file formats, so can be used for checking both Revit and IFC files. 

usBIM.Checker is relatively newer addition designed for verifying properties and data content within 

the BIM models. It is specifically designed for checking the IFC files. 
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Table 4 – Selected tools information overview 

Revit Model Checker Solibri Navisworks usBIMChecker 

Autodesk Solibri, Inc. Autodesk ACCA Software 

Free Tool within Paid Software  Paid Tool  Paid Tool  Paid Tool 

 Plugin within Revit 
environment 

 Individual software  Individual software  Individual software 

 File formats: Revit  File formats: IFC, IFCzip, Solibri  
native (SMC, SMV, SMCT), 
DWG 

 File formats: IFC, RVT, 3DS, 
FBX, STEP, STL, Naviswork 
native (NWF, NWC, NWD)etc. 

 File formats: IFC 

 

2.5.2. Templates and Functionalities  

Each of the selected software’s has a template file containing a list of rules. Majority of users actually 

use only functionalities within these predefined rules as it is the simplest and fastest way to perform 

model checking. Limitations with using these templates is that they provide more generic type of 

checking and usually cannot satisfy all of the project specific requirements.  

Revit Model Checker contains a public library with more than 30 templates. Besides the rule sets 

embedded within the plugin, many institutions such as U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) 

offer their templates for model checking that can be used with this tool. Exploration of given templates 

showed that majority of the rules focus on the alphanumerical information, whereas geometry is seen in 

only a small portion, regarding the unplaced rooms and spaces. University templates are very specific 

in the requirements for property presence and naming conventions, whereas Revit templates deal more 

with the requirements that assure more efficient working process. In project specific scenarios, majority 

of templates is not fully applicable because of their level of specificity, so the solution is in their 

configurability. It offers the user possibility of selection which rules from the template are going to be 

performed, omitting the unwanted ones from the process. This enables aligning the tool more closely to 

project specific requirements. In summary, for a comprehensive BIM model checking, the user would 

have to combine rules from different templates, enabling both alphanumerical and geometrical checks 

to be performed. 

Solibri offers large repository containing different type of rule sets. These rules are organized according 

to disciplines and types of checking, although this structure can cause a slight confusion for the user. 

For example, the criteria that applies to all elements, such as rule concerning Global unique Identifier 

(GUID), is contained within Architectural checking. Majority of rules are focused on geometrical 

accuracy of the model, though there are rules concerning the alphanumerical requirements, such as 

required property sets for Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing (MEP) elements. Similarly, to previously 

mentioned tool templates, some of the preconfigured rules are very specific in defining values, which 

can be an issue if they collide with specific project requirements. Nevertheless, Solibri allows adjusting 

these values by user.  

Navisworks does not contain predefined templates, so all rules need to be created manually. It allows 

loading and storing the externally created files, but it is predominantly created for Clash Detection. 

Hence, it can be used to address certain aspects of quality, but specifying this type of checking is much 

more difficult comparing to other tools. 
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usBIM.Checker does not have integrated rules. The limitation of this checker is that it can only address 

alphanumerical information, allowing users to formulate their own property requirements and values. 

Considering this, it can be used to assure that information contained within entities comply to specified 

requirements, but not to evaluate the overall quality of the model. 

2.5.3. Rule Creation 

Revit Model Checker does not contain functionality for creating rules within the plugin itself. Autodesk 

provides another standalone application called Model Checker Configurator where rules can be 

formulated. Configurator offers three ways to configure the ruleset: Advanced Check Builder, Wizard 

Check Builder and Pre-built checks. For inexperienced users the easiest way is to use Wizard, since the 

interface is user-friendly, and process is relatively straightforward. Advanced Check Builder offers 

possibilities of formulating more complex rules, whereas pre-built section contains already defined rules 

that can be included into the set. Big advantage of using configurator is that Autodesk provides sample 

files that can be easily modified to fit the user’s needs. 

Solibri offers Ruleset Manager which users can use to customize existing or create their own rule sets. 

It provides separate libraries containing different type of rules that can be used as templates and modified 

by users or enables creating the rules from start. The process of creation is more complicated comparing 

to the Configurator but allows formulating more complex rules. Additionally, rulesets are automatically 

updated into the checking environment, and can be assessed from there as well, with any changes saved 

automatically to Rule Set Manager. 

Navisworks offers two possible approaches to performing checks, either by Find Items or using Clash 

Detective. Find Items functionality allows performing alphanumerical check, since it can be used to 

check if there are entities that contain certain property value. Nevertheless, using this approach can be 

very time-consuming especially if the model contains large number of entities. Geometrical checking 

can be performed by Clash detective, but only to certain extent. It can be used to check elements 

intersection or duplication, but not more complex checking such as clearances. The process of creating 

rules within Navisworks is relatively easy, but since its main functionality is to detect clashes, 

possibilities of detecting other quality issues are very limited. 

usBIM.Checker provides a functionality for checking properties and their values. Unlike previously 

evaluated tools which share the common logic of formulating rules, this tool functions similarly to IDS 

editors. It provides two sections, one where the evaluated entities are filtered and the other where 

property values are specified. It allows limitless possibilities when it comes to checking the content of 

the properties, but almost none in terms of other quality aspects, even the alphanumerical e.g., duplicated 

room naming (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12 - Door Height rule creation in the analysed tools 

2.5.4. Visualization of results 

Revit Model Checker displays results as a summary of the overall verification with a list of all the 

checking’s and their results. A report shows a total count of passed and failed verifications with an 

overall percentage. Additionally, with each failed rule it provides a list of elements and their name and 

ID, enabling their identification. Along with that, it enables showing the issue directly in the model, 
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allowing easier navigation and tracking the issue. Verification report can be exported as a HTML or 

Excel file (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 - Display of verification results by Revit Model Checker 

Solibri shows results in checking environment as a list of verifications with a mark of their severity. It 

provides an extended description of failed results, classifying them in four categories: rejected, low, 

moderate and critical severity. Furthermore, it provides an issue count and density, as an additional 

measure of quantifying, as well as their visualization. The disadvantage of the way Solibri display results 

is that it does not provide additional data about elements which would enable their identification within 

proprietary software. It allows exporting the report to PDF, Excel or RTF format, as well as creating 

BCF (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 - Display of verification results by Solibri 

Navisworks primarily uses Clash detective to display results, though other methods are possible as well. 

It parses the results by elements, listing the failed checks along with their description. Additionally, it 
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highlights the elements within the 3D viewer providing visualization of the issues. Exporting the report 

allows user to select which information should be exported, as well as report type and format that can 

be HTML, XML, text or viewpoints (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 - Display of verification results by Navisworks 

usBIM.Checker displays results in the checking environment, providing a list of failed elements along 

with their identification data. With a selection of each check, it highlights the element within the viewer. 

It allows exporting the report as Comma Separated Values (CSV), BIM Collaboration Format (BCF) or 

Excel (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 - Display of verification results by usBIM.Checker 
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2.5.5. Comparison of the selected tools 

Evaluation of selected software tools provided several conclusions. Regarding the type of data that can 

be assessed, Solibri demonstrates great versatility, handling various checking’s relatively easy. On the 

other hand, Revit Model Checker shows limitations in dealing with certain aspects of geometry checking 

such as intersections and distances. Navisworks can be used to address both alphanumerical and 

geometrical checks, but it is limited, and creation process is time consuming and very complex. As 

already mentioned, usBIMChecker deals only with property content. Downsize of rule creation process 

for Revit Model Checker is that it cannot be done within the plugin, but requires a separate Configurator. 

Nevertheless, process of creation is very straightforward, especially using the Wizard. Furthermore, it 

addresses issues within proprietary platform, avoiding the time-consuming export to IFC. In contrast, 

Navisworks offers compatibility with large range of file formats. When it comes to visualization of the 

results, all tools offer more or less same possibilities along with the export of reports. 

In the table below (Table 5) results and conclusions of conducted study are visually displayed addressing 

several investigated aspects. Three levels are used for evaluation: low, medium and high. 

Table 5 - Results of the evaluation of selected tools 

      Low=1               Medium=2            High=3 
  
     

Functionality Revit Model Checker Solibri Navisworks usBIMChecker 

Geometry Checks Low High Medium x 

Clash Detection x High High x 

Alphanumerical checks High High Low Low 

Parameter value checks High High Low High 

Naming Conventions Medium High x High 

Classifications High High Low Medium 

Building Code checks Medium High x x 

Simplicity of rule creation process High Medium Low High 

Complexity of rules Medium High Medium Medium 

Visualization of results High High Medium High 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

The research on Quality Assurance and Checking of the BIM model led to several conclusions. Among 

the many discussions on this topic, a common thought is shared, and that is the connection of consistency 

and accuracy of the model data with its quality. Addressing this idea, in order to enhance the quality of 

the company’s deliverables, it is crucial to understand what the causes of discrepancy are. A recurring 

thought becomes apparent: model quality is directly connected with the initial definition of the 

requirements. Reflecting on the earlier defined hypothesis, that the quality is conformance to 

requirements, brings out the obvious need to properly address them.  

In many interviews conducted with company’s professionals, one of the repetitive issues they all 

reflected on, was that clients often struggle how to explain what their needs are. They provide required 

documentation for information requirements, but it is often copied from project to project, not actually 

fitting current use. These poor inputs lead to the output of lower quality. The consequences of wrongly 

defined and insufficient requirements are multiple: miscommunication among involved parties, design 

errors, absence of valuable information etc. This results in further delays and deficiencies, affecting the 

quality of the whole process. 

This confirms the need for creating the methodology that would facilitate seamless data specification 

and delivery. The aim is to handle the process of requirements specification, reducing misunderstandings 

and overcoming the usual challenges. 

3.1. Overview of Proposed Methodology 

Proposed methodology integrates QA and QC processes in the following way: firstly, addressing QA 

through creating a Requirements Specificator that would be used as a guideline for specifying BIM 

model requirements, and secondly, addressing QC through the BIM Model Verification process. 

The appointing party would create a subset of requirements from the Specificator, adapting it to the 

personal needs, making a subset of requirements specific for the project. Created requirements are then 

given to the appointed party. Using the directions given in the requirements, appointed party creates the 

model. This model is then exported to the IFC format, used for the exchange between the parties. Then 

the process of backward engineering is facilitated. The created IFC file is then returned to the appointing 

party. When the client receives IFC file, the verification is conducted. Verification process includes 

checking if the delivered IFC file complies to the requirements given by the appointing party. Proposed 

methodology encompasses cyclical process. It starts with specifying the requirements, moves on to using 

those requirements for creating the model and then verifies the model to previously specified 

requirements (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17 – Illustration of proposed methodology 

3.2. Machine to machine interactions 

One of the main ideas encompassing the created methodology is that it should answer the current and 

future industry tendencies. This concept is aligned with the principles elaborated in the previous 

overview on the topic of quality in Industry 4.0. As elaborated in the research addressing Quality 4.0, 

traditional processes of quality assurance and checking should be elevated using advanced technologies, 

particularly automation. Translating this vision into the methodology, the potential for automation of 

the requirements creation and validation is recognized. The key element in facilitating automation would 

be the Specificator, which would represent central repository. This repository would include all essential 

rules and requirements, from which the tailor-made requirements would be generated to match project 

specific needs. Subsequently, it would be used in the process of verification, where the compliance of 

the model to the requirements would be done using automated mechanisms. Having this in mind, the 

strategy for Specificator creation is that it supports the possibility of machine-to-machine interaction. 

This means it embodies a higher level of complexity compared to the conventional formats currently 

used. It encompasses large number of parameters that answer to the requests of machine-to-machine 

complexity. It is structured in tabular format, providing clear and consistent structure. This allows easy 
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identification and processing of the data using automated scripts and algorithms. Further, it allows 

creation of database which would serve as a repository of the information. 

3.3. Implementation of proposed methodology 

Implementation of the proposed methodology is currently directed towards two core aspects: 

Development of the Requirements Specificator and Testing Verification methods. 

In close collaboration with the BIMMS company, a case study was conducted on an ongoing project. 

The primary goal at this stage was to create the Requirements Specificator. The focus during the creation 

was to put on the defining modelling requirements and model content. Various industry and company 

specific requirements were acknowledged. Following the methodology process, this framework was 

then used for creation of the requirements for the specific project. Simultaneously, the possible 

verification methods were tested out. Based on the rules outlined by the requirements, company 

developed a building model. Once the model was ready, it was exported to the IFC file format. Then the 

verification process was conducted. In agreement with the company, it was decided to test three possible 

approaches of validation: one method focused on the internal evaluation of the quality, that would be 

performed on the company’s side, and two external verification methods, that would be done by the 

client. The aim of the verification process is to confirm the model’s compliance to the predefined 

requirements (Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18 – Illustration of methodology implementation within the company 
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4. REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATOR 

The developed Requirements Specificator demonstrates a versatile applicability and is used to assist 

several topics in the BIM process. To provide the guidance to the client in specifying information 

requirements – assuring the provision of relevant and appropriate level of information, needed to execute 

certain BIM Use. Serving as a modelling guide to the team members – providing precise and 

standardized instructions that enable consistent approach to modelling by all collaborators, not only 

assuring quality of the BIM model but enhancing overall efficiency. Constituting rule sets – enabling 

model evaluation and checking the compliance to the established requirements. 

4.1. Methodology for creating the Requirements Specificator 

Creating the Requirements Specificator was based on the process that included several steps in collecting 

and filtering the data (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19 – Process of creating the Requirements Specificator 

Ruleset creation involved methodological approach consisting of research and filtering viable 

information. Preliminary phase included evaluation and testing out various BIM model checking 

software applications and functionalities within them. Accompanying step included research through 

the available guides and standards covering the topic of BIM model quality and modelling overall (Table 

6). Following this, next stage included the interviews with the industry professionals within the BIMMS 

company about the issues related to information requirements and quality of the BIM models. After 

collecting the data, it was formulated in the rulesets that were finally again revised and filtered with the 

professionals from the company.  

Process of defining information content of the Level of Information Need followed the same 

methodology, with additional step of researching the IFC4 Schema, available MVDs and parsing 

through property sets for each of the elements. Finally, defining modelling rules and information content 

for specific BIM Uses relied a lot on the research of usual practice within industry and the company, as 

well as requirements of the software’s used for conducting analysis. 
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Table 6 – List of used guides and tools 

Framework Tier Analysed Guides and Manuals Technical documentation and specification Tested Tools 
I tier:  
General Project Requirements 

GSA BIM Guide (2016) IFC 4 Schema 
ICC-001 Design to Code Compliance Checking (ICC 2006) 

Revit Model 
Checker 
Solibri 
Navisworks 
usBIM.Checker 

BIM Essential Guide (2013) 

II tier: 
Alphanumerical Requirements 
Geometrical Requirements 
Design Specific Requirements 
Level of Information Need 

NATSPEC National BIM Guide (2022) 

Singapore BIM Guide Version 2.0 (2013) 

COBIM Series 3: Architectural Desing (2012) 

COBIM Series 4: MEP Design (2012) 

COBIM Series 5: Structural Design (2012) 

COBIM Series 6 Quality Assurance (2012) 

COBIM Series 12: Use of models in facility management 
(2012) 

COBIM Series 13: Use of models in construction (2012) 

Statsbygg BIM Manual 1.2.1 (2013) 

GSFIC BIM Guide Series 01 (2013) 

The New Zealand BIM Handbook (2019) 

CIC BIM Standards General (2021) 

e - Submission Guideline 
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing (2011) 

Revit MEP 2011 User's Guide (2011) 

DDC BIM Guidelines (2012) 

BS EN 17412-1:2020 (2020) 

Level of Development (LOD) Specification for Building 
Information Models (2021) 

III tier:   

Cost Estimation COBIM Series 7 Quantity take-off (2012) GSA-004 Architectural Design to Quantity Takeoff for 
Cost Estimating (2011) 

Bexel 

BuildingSMART Quantity-Take-off IDM (2020) 

RICS new rules of measurement 
NRM 2: Detailed measurement for building works (2012) 

Energy Analysis BIMSpeed 
Analysis of BIM-to-BEM critical parameters and 
recommendations to solve the current bottlenecks (2019) 

BuildingSMART “Technical Report for BIM-BEM 
Workflows” (2022) 
GSA-003 Architectural Design to Building Energy 
Analysis (2011) 
NOW-001 Nordic Energy Analysis (2011) 
HUT_HVAC-001 Indoor climate simulation to HVAC 
design(2010) 
HUT_HVAC-002 Space Requirements and Targets to 
Thermal Simulation (2008) 

Green Building 
Studio 
Insight 
DesignBuilder 
Energy Plus 
CYPETHERM E 
Plus 

BIM application D4.3 
Development and advanced prefabrication of innovative, 
multifunctional building envelope elements for 
MOdular REtrofitting and CONNECTions (MORE-CONNECT) 
(2017) 

COBIM Series 10: Energy Analysis (2012) 

GSA BIM Guide 05 - Energy Performance  (2015) 

BIM + Building Performance Analysis 
Using Revit 2014 and IES Virtual Environment (2014) 

Implementation Guide: 
Space Boundaries for Energy Analysis (2009) 

Dynamic Energy Optimization with Revit® and Insight 360 
(2017) 

Comparison of Building Energy Modeling Programs: HVAC 
Systems (2013) 

 

4.2. Requirements Specificator Structure 

Requirements Specificator was constituted following the principles of class hierarchy inheritance. In 

other words, child classes inherit rules and functionalities from their parents’ class. The organization of 

classes is structured into three distinct tiers, each serving specific groups within the Requirements 

Specificator (Figure 20). 

I tier: 

• General Project Requirements; 

II tier: 

• Alphanumerical Requirements, Geometrical Requirements and Design Specific 

Requirements; 

• Level of Information Need; 
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o Architecture;  

o Structure; 

o MEP; 

III tier: 

BIM Uses: 

• Cost Estimation; 

• Energy Analysis. 

 

Figure 20 – Requirements Specificator Structure 

First tier acts as a parent class in the hierarchy, so it captures fundamental rules and functionalities that 

are applicable across the entire Requirements Specificator. Moving to the second tier, classes are 

organized thematically, where each is focused on specific aspect within the BIM modelling. They inherit 

rules from the higher tier, further processing and expanding their functionalities to domain-specific 

requirements. Finally, third tier incorporates rules from both previous tiers, omitting and adapting the 

ones needed to assist provided uses. 

Using hierarchical structure enhances conceptual understanding of the Requirements Specificator and 

enables easier navigation for the users. This contributes to better utilization and interpretation of the 

guidelines. Additionally, tiered design supports variety of applications and possible scenarios, allowing 

users to modify it according to their specific needs. 

4.3. I tier: General Project Requirements 

As its name suggests, first tier embodies general requirements that should be satisfied on a project level. 

It provides requirements for all stakeholders, assuring efficiency, consistency, and unification across all 

model disciplines. The primary purpose of this set is to facilitate interoperability and information 

exchange among different team members. In order to achieve this, requirements are constructed around 
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critical aspects of model exchange, addressing several key topics such as file naming convention, 

georeferencing, consistency of units and use of linked files. 

This tier specifies following rules: 

1. Agreed Version – All models shall be modelled in the same version of the required tool. 

2. BIM File Naming – All files within the project shall follow uniform and consistent naming 

convention specified by the information requirements. * If not requested otherwise, the ISO 19650-2 

naming convention may be followed. 

3. Classification System – All elements shall be assigned classification code and follow the same 

classification system e.g., Uniclass 2015. 

4. Unique GUIDs – All components shall have unique GUID values. 

5. Project Information – Project Information shall be defined: Project Name; Project Adress; 

Project Number ID, Client Name; Author. 

6. Project Units – Relevant measurement units shall be defined at the Project level of each model. 

Metric system is used unless required otherwise. 

7. Consistency of units – All discipline models shall follow the same measurement system. 

8. Measuring accuracy – Measuring accuracy shall be defined on project level. If not requested 

otherwise, default project units should contain two decimal places. 

9. Correct use of entities – All elements shall be modelled using correct tools and objects e.g., 

flat roof modelled with roof object, not slab. 

10. Geographic location – Geographic Location shall be obtained from Survey Point. *Getting 

Geographic Location from Survey Point is more reliable than using Project Adress. 

11. Survey Point – Survey Point shall refer to the true coordinates / real world location of the 

project. The location of the Survey Point shall be the same for all discipline models. 

12. Project Base Point – Project Base Point shall define the origin (0,0,0) of the project coordinate 

system. The location of the Project Base Point shall be the same for all discipline models. 

13. Orientation – Project North in all discipline models shall be the same. True North direction in 

all discipline models shall be the same. Angle between Project North and True North shall be the same 

in all discipline models. 

14. Level structure – All models shall use the same level structure. 

15. Grids – Grids shall be consistent across all discipline models. 

16. Unused Elements – Models shall not contain unused elements. 
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17. Linked Revit files – Linked Revit Files shall be pinned in place. 

18. Linked CAD files – Linked CAD Files shall be pinned in place. 

19. In-Place Families – Using In-Place Families should be avoided. 

Each of the listed requirements carries a rule specification defining what needs to be followed. All rules 

are constructed following schema: 

- The word “shall” express a requirement that must be followed strictly; 

- The words “should” and “may” express recommendation as a valuable guidance; 

- The word “can” express possibility that can be explored. 

One requirement can be constructed using combination of different expressing ways, where “shall” 

defines a requirement and “should” is used as accompanying recommendation, as shown in the example 

below (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21 - Example of rule specification, I tier: General Project Requirements 

Having in mind that majority of these aspects is typically defined by the client and tailored to the specific 

project requirements, rules are accompanied by annexes of recommendations that may be followed. 

These annexes are based on the ISO standards, or in case where there is no standard on the topic, 

company professionals’ advice. In the example of File Naming rule provided below (Figure 22), rule 

states that: “All files within the project shall follow uniform and consistent naming convention specified 

by the information requirements”. Annex to the rule is a BS EN ISO 19650-2 Naming Convention that 

may be followed or serve the client as a guide for specifying file naming standard. 
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Figure 22 - BIM File Naming, I tier: General Project Requirements 

4.4. II tier: 

As explained previously, this tier dives into details of modelling requirements identified by the industry 

standards and BIMMS company professionals. Main goal is twofold: first, to address repetitive quality 

issues and enhance overall model quality and secondly, to improve the exchange process between the 

parties. It addresses two key aspects which are: 

1. Modelling requirements: 

- Alphanumerical; 

- Geometrical; 

- Design specific; 

2. Model content: 

- Level of Information Need – Architectural elements; 

- Level of Information Need – Structural elements; 

- Level of Information Need – MEP elements; 

As shown above, the model requirements section is divided into three categories: alphanumerical, 

geometrical and design specific requirements, where each of them embodies a set of rules that address 

2 BIM File Naming

All files within the project shall follow uniform and consistent naming convention specified by the information requirements.

* If not requested otherwise, the BS EN ISO 19650-2 naming convention may be followed.

Project Code><Originator<>Functional Breakdown<>Spatial Breakdown<>Form<>Discipline<>Number

Project Code – individual code for the project e.g., SC1

Originator – unique code for the organization creating information e.g., SFT

Functional Breakdown – design purpose of the information e.g., fire protection information

Spatial Breakdown – spatial location of information e.g., first floor building level 01

Form – defining form of information

D-drawing

G-diagram

I-image

L-list

M-model

T-textual

V-video/audio

Discipline – technical activities

A-Architecture

B-Building surveying

C-Civil engineering

D-demolition/dismantling

E – Electrical Engineering…

Number – used for differentiation by allocating a sequential number

*General rules

Avoid using special characters in fields and folders \ / : * ? “ < > | [ ] & $ , . { } @

All fields shall be separated by a hyphen character.
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certain aspects of the model quality. Alphanumerical requirements involve detailed instructions 

regarding the information contained within the BIM model and the way that information is structured. 

On the other hand, geometrical requirements delve into geometrical representations of objects and their 

relations. Design specific tier addresses very specific requirements that are related to the practice 

currently followed within the company.  

The model content section can be seen as an addition to alphanumerical requirements. It is aimed at 

providing clear information about which data should be contained within which element. 

4.4.1. Alphanumerical Requirements 

Alphanumerical requirements ruleset delves into the topic of naming conventions and consistency 

within the model. It provides systematic way of the labelling and categorization of elements and other 

data, assuring efficient data management inside and in between the models.  

The research conducted within the company showed that large portion of quality issues appear due to 

lack of standardization and consistency, particularly in the naming domain. Usually, naming is 

addressed only to a certain extent such as naming the levels and objects. This deficiency leads to a lack 

of uniformity within the elements essential for collaboration of different parties e.g., views and callout 

views.  

Furthermore, the modelling process faces major drawbacks due to inconsistencies in property naming 

and values. While this does not manifest as an issue during the modelling process, it can pose a 

significant difficulty in providing specific BIM uses. Notably, process of QTO is considerably 

influenced by this topic since it relies on the use of parameters for extracting certain elements or their 

values. Meaning that inconsistencies and lack of unification in this field, slow down the process 

significantly. Having this in mind, created alphanumerical requirements address three critical aspects: 

Naming – Standardization and consistency of naming as facilitator of interoperability. 

Properties – Uniformity of property naming and values as paramount for optimizing processes and BIM 

functionalities. 

Consistency of data – Maintaining data consistency for providing uniform and reliable information. 

Requirements are specified as follows: 

1. Level Naming – All levels shall follow a uniform and consistent naming convention specified 

by Information requirements. If not requested otherwise, ISO 19650-2:2018 may be followed: Using a 

two-digit sequential numbering system. 

2. View Naming – View Naming shall be uniform and consistent following the Naming Convention 

requested by the Information Requirements. If not requested otherwise, View Naming may follow the 

schema: Level (Optional)<>Content 

3. Callout View Naming – View Naming shall be uniform and consistent following the Naming 

Convention requested by the Information Requirements. If not requested otherwise, View Naming 
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schema may be applied. If the View refers to a fabrication detail, Classification code may be applied in 

the naming. 

4. Object Naming – All objects shall follow the same naming convention specified by the 

Information requirements. If not requested otherwise, BS 8541-1:2012 may be followed. 

5. Material Naming – All materials shall follow the same naming convention. 

6. Property Occurrence – Each BIM object shall have only one occurrence of the property. *In 

case of duplication, hard-coded properties have precedence. 

7. Property Units – All property units shall be consistent and following metric system, if not 

specified otherwise. 

8. Unique Property Naming – Each unique information describing the object shall contain a 

unique property name. 

9. Property Naming – Properties shall be named in consistent and human-readable way.  

10. Property Value – Properties shall have defined values where known. 

11. Unique Room Naming – There shall be no rooms containing the same naming code. 

12. Space and Room Naming – Space and Room Naming shall be the same as the naming defined 

by the program. 

13. Consistency of Levels – Naming of the levels shall be consistent in all discipline models. 

Each requirement specifies a rule that the model needs to adhere to. Rules are following the Shall/Should 

expression schema as explained in the previous paragraph, which means that each rule contains a 

specific requirement of what must be followed and is accompanied by recommendation that can help 

users in achieving it (Figure 23). Recommendations are either proposed by ISO standard, or the 

company’s example of good practice. 
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Figure 23 - Section of Naming rules, II tier: Alphanumerical requirements 

4.4.2. Geometrical Requirements 

Geometrical Requirements focus on defining guidelines related to geometry, positioning and modelling 

of the elements. Focal point is to establish rules that would enhance overall model quality and ensure 

that the BIM model accurately reflects real-world objects.  

In the discussions with the company’s professionals, it was concluded that majority of attention given 

to geometrical verifications is focused on the intersection of the elements i.e., Clash Detection. While 

there is no doubt in the importance of detecting elements intersection, this has led to some of the 

foundational aspects to be neglected. For example, duplication of the same elements does not present a 

visual problem, hence it is often overlooked during the modelling process. This results in issues 

appearing during the performance of Quantity Take-offs, where this duplication produces inaccurate 

quantities.  

Recognizing the importance of these issues, this category is focused on defining rules that address 

geometrical aspects of modelling that do not just affect the visual appearance of the model, but the 

accuracy of data provided as well. This can be illustrated on the example of the following rule (Figure 

24): 

 

Figure 24 - Elements location rule, II tier: Geometrical Requirements 
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This rule is pretty straightforward stating that the hosted elements of the walls should be allocated to the 

same level as those walls. This seems like a minor detail but is a very common issue in modelling 

practice. The issue appears when there is a mismatch between the levels of these interconnected 

elements. For example, window can be hosted in the wall and assigned to the building storey 1, whereas 

the wall itself is associated to the upper level. They are aligned because the window is actually elevated 

at the height equivalent to the upper storey. Visually, everything seems in order, however there is 

discrepancy in the information that causes further issues with phasing and construction planning.  

Addressing these issues, a subset of rules is created as follows:   

1. Published Models – Published models shall not contain model objects of other disciplines, even 

if they were used as reference. 

2. Lost Elements – Element placed on distance bigger than xx in x,y,z direction from the grid 

borderlines shall be considered a lost element. 

3. Duplicated Elements – Model shall not contain identical instances in the same place. 

4. Mirrored Elements – Model shall not contain mirrored instances of loadable components. 

5. Elements Intersection – Model shall not contain elements that overlap / intersect. 

6. Elements Location – Door/Windows – Windows and doors shall be assigned to the same floor 

as the walls or roofs in which they are located (Figure 25). 

7. Elements Location – Door Host – Interior doors shall be placed in interior walls and exterior 

doors shall be placed in exterior walls. 

8. Elements across multiple storeys – Elements should not be modelled continuously across 

multiple storeys. *Exception: Elements that are constructed as continuous i.e.  in situ poured shafts. 

Elements modelled across multiple storeys shall be referenced to the lowest story on which they appear. 

9. Unallocated / Unplaced Space – Model shall not contain spaces that are not placed. 

10. Redundant Space – There should be no spaces overlapping. Spaces shall not cross each other 

horizontally or vertically. 

11. Space Modelling – Spaces shall be directly adjacent to surrounding walls / other space 

components, floor below and ceiling finish / structural slab. 

12. Unallocated / Unplaced Rooms – Model shall not contain rooms that are not placed. 

13. Redundant Rooms – There should be no rooms overlapping. *If there is no element to be zone 

boundary, room separation lines should be used. 

14. Room Area – Room Area shall be the same as the area required and defined by the room 

Schedule. 
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15. Space Area – Space Area shall be the same as the area required and defined by the space 

program. 

16. Sloped Floors – Modelling sloped floors that exceed levels continuously should be avoided. *It 

is advised to create independent sloped floor in each level with the meeting points of the floors being at 

the upper and lower edges of the levels.  

17. Structural Elements Connection – Structural connections should be modelled. 

18. MEP Elements Connection – There shall be no unconnected MEP elements. 

19. Elements not within rooms/spaces – Instances of furniture should be located inside the 

room/space. 

 

Figure 25 - Segment of rules, II tier: Geometrical Requirements 

4.4.3. Design specific requirements 

This section introduces a set of specific design guidelines that address dimensioning the elements and 

overall design practice that should be followed. In many cases client’s directives are missing or being 

ambiguous, causing interoperability difficulties and moreover, causing much larger issues when it 

comes to fabrication of elements and on-site construction, especially when the element requires strict 

conformance to predefined dimensions or dimensions being dependent on the country legislative. 

Dimensions proposed in the Requirements Specificator align with the current practice followed within 

the company and are changeable depending on the project specific requirements. 

This section centres on three key components: Element Size, Clearances and Good modelling practice. 

While element sizing is often specified through constraints when dealing with a very distinct type of 

object, it is beneficial to define the range of sizes for all elements. It enhances precision and uniformity 
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within the model. Moreover, it enables compliance of the dimensions to the regulations defined by 

country’s legislative.  

Concept of defining clearances mirrors the same idea. It avoids issues detected during construction and 

follows the legislative regarding prescribed values e.g., toilet clearance (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26 – Clearance rule sets, II tier: Design specific Requirements 

Good modelling practice rules, in this case specified for MEP elements, integrate company’s established 

quality procedures into the Requirements Specificator. These requirements are designed based on the 

quality reports of the semiconductor’s company sector. They are ensuring that the modelling process is 

aligned to the design and fabrication requirements and preventing the issues occurring in the later stages 

of the project.  

Rules are constructed as follows: 

1. Element Size – Wall height should not be less than 300mm. Window width should not be less 

than 100mm. Door width should not be less than 800mm. Door height should not be less than 2000mm. 

Staircase width should not be less than 900mm. Slab thickness should not be less than 100mm. Roof 

thickness should not be less than 100mm. Column profile diameter/width should not be less than 50mm. 

Beam profile width should not be less than 50mm. 

2. Clearances in front of Doors/Windows – Interior Doors – Minimal clearance in front of the 

door shall not be less than 900mm. Exterior Doors – Minimal clearance in front of the door shall not 

be less than 1200mm. Emergency Exit Doors – Minimal clearance in front of the door shall not be less 

than 1200mm. 

3. Clearance in front of the Toilet – Minimal distance between axis of the water closet and 

compartmentation wall shall not be less than 450mm. Minimal distance between the front edge of the 

water closet and other elements shall not be less than 533mm. 

4. Entrance Landings – Door maneuvering clearances shall not overlap with ramp landings. 
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5. Minimal room height – Minimal height measured from the top of the floor finish to the bottom 

of the ceiling finish shall not be less than 2.20m. 

6. Minimal handrail height – Minimal handrail height for stairs and ramps shall not be less than 

900mm. 

7. Low Points – Low Points should be avoided. *so that impurities would not collect in those 

points – ducts, drain lines, gas lines depending on type of gas. 

8. Drainline Slope – Drainlines shall have slope that allows self-drainage. *minimal slope 1-100 

9. Piping Insulation – Insulation type and dimensions shall be in accordance to information 

requirements. *Minor clashes between insulation and other elements are tolerated. 

10. Equipment Vacuum Line – Equipment Vacuum Line shall follow the fastest possible route to 

minimize the number of bends i.e., energy loss. 

11. Popout Sharing Criteria – Different tools should not share the same popout. Matrix for popout 

sharing (Figure 27). 

12. Spool Pipe sizing – Maximum pipe length shall be 6m. Maximum pipe length with two bends 

shall be 3m. Maximum pipe length with more than two bends shall be 1.5m. 

13. Layers – All layers and colouring shall be consistent according to information requirements. 

14. Valve handles – All valve handles shall be designed to be accessible. 

15. Routing – All services shall run inside their designated area defined by space management 

rules. 

16. No crossing lines in fab – There should be no lines crossing in the technical area near the main 

equipment. *Main equipment surroundings should be as neat as possible. 

17. Steel/Copper Piping Bending – Piping sizes ¼, 3/8 and ½ should use bending angles and not 

fittings. *Bends to be made in 15 degrees increment. Preferably 45° and 90°. 

18. Line Numbers – Line numbers shall be assigned to the corresponding lines. 

19. Line Numbers Naming – All line numbers shall follow the same naming convention. 

20. Piping Length Dimensions – All piping lengths shall be rounded to whole numbers or with 

decimal component 0.5. 

21. Field Connection – All prefab elements shall contain the marking of the location of the joints. 
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Figure 27 - Popout Sharing Criteria, II tier: Design specific Requirements 

4.4.4. Level of Information Need 

This section serves as a reference tool aimed at enhancing data content of the elements within the model. 

It represents a systematic way of providing the information requirements that enables user an easier 

identification of data needed to be contained within the model. It is important to note that it is a 

foundational Requirements Specificator and should be adapted to project specific scenarios. The main 

idea is to form a repository of objects containing essential data for each element, enhancing the overall 

model content quality. 

It is categorized into three main disciplines: Architectural, Structural and MEP (Mechanical, Electrical 

and Plumbing). Each of the disciplines contains Level of Information Need for most frequently used 

elements. Furthermore, a finer division is implemented within each discipline, aligning with the three 

primary stages of construction projects: Design, Construction, and Operation (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28 - Level of Information Need Structure 
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Method of specifying Level of Information Need aligns to the schema proposed by BS EN 17412-1:2020 

(2020) standard, designing geometrical, alphanumerical and documentation requirements, as shown in 

an example of the Wall below (29). Full schema is provided in the Appendix 5. 

 

Figure 29 - Level of Information Need Schema – Example for Wall 

Geometrical information defines the overall level of detail and the graphical representation of elements. 

It provides general guidelines on how the element should be modelled and is conditional on the delivery 

milestone, meaning the detail and accuracy of modelling grow exponentially with higher stages. 

Geometry requirements content was based on a recognized industry standard, specifically the Level of 

Development (LOD) Specification for Building Information Models (2021) and guides provided above. 
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On the section of geometrical requirements of the wall through all three phases (Figure 30) it can be 

compared how the level of detail changes through modelling phases. More detailed representation and 

higher accuracy is required in the construction and operation. 

 

Figure 30 - Comparison of geometrical information for the IfcWall in Design, Construction and 

Operation, II tier: Level of Information Need-Architectural 

Alphanumerical information outlines data content that should be assigned to the elements. It is structured 

in the tabular configuration, which, as explained previously, is devised to facilitate machine-to-machine 

interactions. Within this construct, each parameter is accompanied by contextual description, data type 

it embodies and the corresponding unit of measurement. Where feasible, properties adhere to the IFC 

schema (Figure 31), facilitating seamless data transition process into the IFC format. 

 

Figure 31 - Compliance to the IFC Schema, Flooring / IfcCovering 
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Properties are methodically grouped into sets, providing systematic organization that enables easier 

identification and navigation. The sets are as following: 

1. Identity Data – providing naming and identification data of the element; 

2. Material Data – providing data regarding the material; 

3. Dimensional Data – providing dimensional data about the element; 

4. Performance Data – providing data about the elements performance; 

5. Cost – providing data about cost of the installation; 

6. Phasing – assigning the project phase; 

As the alphanumerical content of the elements also grows exponentially with construction and operation 

phase, more sets are added: 

7. Installation data – providing data about the installation of the element; 

8. Warranty Data – providing data about the warranty. 

It is important to note that the progression of the project does not only influence the quantity of 

information content, but the content changes as well, becoming more specific and accurate. For example, 

in the design phase structural columns contain estimated reinforcement quantity, which is given as a 

rough estimation based on previous experience. Logically, in the construction and operation phase this 

information translates into the actual reinforcement data. The example of the IfcDoor properties shown 

below illustrates the exponential growth of data in different phases (Figure 32).  
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Figure 32 - Visual comparison of Information content for the IfcDoor in Design, Construction and 

Operation, Level of Information Need – Architectural 

Created library contains 126 specifications of Level of Information Need divided by three phases for 42 

elements. Each element is specified following previously explained schema for the Design, Construction 

and Operation phase. Elements are classified by discipline into three categories: architectural, structural 

and MEP. Each element accompanies a certain number of associated parameters that differs through 

phases (Table 7). 
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Table 7 – Elements and Number of associated parameters, II tier: Level of Information Need 

 

The diagram shown below illustrates graphically the relationships between entities, property sets and 

properties within elements (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33 - Visualization of elements and parameters relations, II Tier: Level of Information Need 

A key point to highlight is that each element contains data relevant to its specific type. In addition to the 

property sets outlined earlier, it embodies the information relevant to its discipline. For instance, 

structural elements contain Structural Data set (Figure 34), offering reinforcement information, while 

mechanical elements hold Mechanical Data set (Figure 35) where relevant mechanical content is 

displayed. This approach ensures that the data contained within each element is uniquely suited to its 

role and purpose. 
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Figure 34 - Section of Structural Data Set for the Slab in Construction phase, II tier: Level of 

Information Need – Structural 

 

Figure 35 - Section of Mechanical Data Set for the Duct in Construction phase, II tier: Level of 

Information Need – MEP 

4.5. III tier: BIM Uses 

Third tier focuses on providing rules and guidelines regarding the specific BIM Uses. It inherits the rules 

provided in the earlier tiers and further defines directives needed to perform accurately, in this case, 

Cost Estimation and Energy Analysis. Each use contains set of modelling rules that should be followed, 

as well as Level of Information Need that should be assigned to the elements. It is important to note that 

Requirements Specificator provides overall approach, and that information content can vary depending 

on the milestone, purpose and software being used. 

4.5.1. Cost Estimation 

When it comes to Cost Estimation, the rules and Level of Information Need vary significantly on the 

purpose of the quantity take-off e.g., QTO for tendering or QTO for fabrication. Chosen approach for 

the Requirements Specificator follows the BIMMS company workflow, hence it addresses frequent 

modelling issues that lead to inaccurate quantities and information content that is needed to perform the 

estimation using Bexel software. This tier is a result of research conducted on the company’s standard 

QTO practice as well as content addressed by the company’s professionals. 

Majority of viable rules for QTO are already addressed by the previous alphanumerical and geometrical 

requirements, meaning the tier itself inherits previous and contains a few more rules that are significant 

for performing the use (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36 - Cost Estimation ruleset, III tier: Cost Estimation 

Concerning the Level of Information Need for the elements, the scope is to avoid insufficiency and 

excess of data within the model. Having this in mind information content is a subset of data provided in 

the overall section of Level of Information Need. It addresses content of all discipline elements, relevant 

for performing QTO. It is grouped under following sets: 

1. Identity Data – providing naming and identification data of the element; 

2. Material Data – providing data regarding the material; 

3. Dimensional Data – providing dimensional data needed for QTO; 

4. Cost Data – providing data about cost of the material, equipment and labour; and 

5. Phasing – assigning the project phase. 
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Data given in the overall section is expanded to fit the QTO use. Special attention is put to the content 

of Dimensional Data since it is one of the key aspects of proper extraction of quantities. Where needed, 

general dimensional data is expanded with data required for extraction of specific position e.g., Exposed 

height parameter (height of the element from the finish floor level of the bottom storey to the finish 

ceiling level) is added to the wall element, since it is used for calculating quantities of the wall finish. 

With structural elements category of Structural Data is filled with information addressing reinforcement 

quantities as well as formwork area needed for calculation and planning of formwork placement and 

removal (Figure 37).  

 

Figure 37 - Level of Information Need of the Column for conducting QTO, III tier: Cost 

Estimation 
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Created QTO library, addresses Level of Information Need of most frequently used elements from all 

three disciplines (Table 8). 

Table 8 - Elements and Number of associated parameters, III tier: Cost Estimation 

 

4.5.2. Energy Analysis 

This tier covers modelling guidelines and necessary content for executing Energy Analysis. Due to the 

software-driven nature of this analysis, Requirements Specificator aims to establish general rules for 

proper alignment during the analysis process. The basis for this tier comes from thorough research into 

the Energy Analysis subject. It is based on the studying available guides, manuals and testing out various 

software platforms. Given the variations and possible conflicts between the requirements of different 

providers, this approach concentrates on the universally accepted methods. The aim is to provide base 

of requirements needed for proper execution of Energy Analysis, while overcoming the complexities 

associated with diverse software environments. 
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The initial segment of this section revolves around modelling rules and guidelines. In the topic of Energy 

analysis, few aspects are vital: Location and Position; Building envelope and Room and Space 

Boundaries. 

In other words, it is important to accurately specify location, weather station and to address surrounding 

objects if existing. Then to ensure that the modelling process is aligned to proper translation of building 

envelope to analysis software, and thirdly to address rooms and spaces modelling rules that are vital for 

creation of thermal zones. Addressing these topics, rules were specified. For illustration purposes, 

section of rules is provided below, whereas the whole schema is provided in the Appendix 7: 

1. Location – Model shall have specified Location/Project Address. 

2. Weather Station – Model shall have weather station defined. 

3. Surrounding building – All external shadowing buildings shall be modelled as mass blocks. 

They shall not contain mass floors.      

4. Materials – Every element shall have defined material layers. 

5. Compound Elements – Building elements should be modelled as single integral element that 

contains layers. *It is not advisable to model each layer separately. 

6. Sandwiched Elements – In the case of two Wall layers being placed next to each other, only 

one shall be RoomBounding. 

7. Wall Centerline – In case of aligning walls that have different thickness, centerline shall be 

aligned, not the exterior edge. 

8. External Elements – All External Elements shall be marked as Is External. 

9. Walls of different materials – Walls that are continuous, but made of different materials, shall 

be modelled separately. *Material Thermal Data is different. 

10. Shading Devices – Shading devices should be created using walls, roof or mullion families. 

11. Redundant Space – All interior areas shall have room placed e.g., shaft and unoccupied space 

as well. *Rooms are used for differing interior and exterior space. If there is no Room adjacent to 

another space, then the vertical wall is considered as an Exterior wall. 

12. Rooms inside Rooms – Placing rooms inside other Rooms shall be avoided. 

13. Room Separation Line – Room Separation Line shall be used only if there is no other element 

e.g., wall separating two spaces. Room Separation Line shall not be placed next to the wall. *This can 

result in bounding issues. 

14. Space – Spaces shall be modelled from finished floor to finished ceiling. In case the space 

contains suspended ceiling, spaces shall be made both for the room space and the plenum area. 
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Rules that require clearer understanding of the specification are accompanied by explanatory details as 

shown below (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38 - Requirement for modelling column, III tier: Energy Analysis 

The second section of this tier addresses Level of Information Need for the elements included in the 

Energy Analysis. It includes two sections: repository of architectural elements needed for the energy 

analysis of the building and a library of MEP elements that are relevant for the HVAC energy 

performance analysis.  

In the topic of the energy assessment of buildings, specific details about architectural elements need to 

be addressed. This involves their dimensions, material, thermal and analytical data related to that 

material. To manage this, properties were organized into following sets: 

1. Identity Data – providing naming and identification data of the element; 

2. Material Data – providing data regarding the material; 

3. Material Thermal Data – providing data regarding the thermal characteristics of the material 

(Figure 39); 

4. Analytical Data – providing data regarding the heat transfer, thermal resistance and mass; 

5. Performance Data – providing data about the elements performance; 

6. Dimensional Data – providing dimensional data about the element; 

7. Performance Data – providing data about the elements performance; 

8. Phasing – assigning the project phase. 

Within doors and windows elements sets addressing glazing and shading information were added. 

9. *If shading / *If Glazing – providing data about glazing/shading elements. 
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Figure 39 - Material Thermal Data and Analytical Data of the Flooring, III tier: Energy 

Analysis 

When it comes to specifying data content for the analysis of HVAC systems, functionalities of Energy 

Plus software were researched. It was decided to use this tool as a reference since it is considered one 

of the most detailed software’s for this type of analysis. Information was grouped as following: 

1. Identity Data – providing data regarding the thermal characteristics of the material; 

2. Analytical Data – providing data regarding the capacities and rates of the element(Figure 40); 

3. Phasing – assigning the project phase. 

 

Figure 40 - Analytical Data of the Coil, III tier: Energy Analysis 

The created library addresses Level of Information Need of the following elements (Table 9). 
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Table 9 - Elements and Number of associated parameters, III tier: Energy Analysis 

 

4.6. Quantitative Overview of Created Requirements 

The created Specificator includes 75 requirements with accompanying guidelines and 182 

specifications for the Level of Information Need, all classified according to purpose and project 

milestones ( Figure 41). It encompasses more than 15 different property sets and an extensive range of 

parameter occurences: 3535 parameters for three different project phases, 736 parameters for Cost 

Estimation and 422 parameters for Energy Analysis. This provides an extensive base to be used in 

defining requirements and results in 4693 rules that can be imployed during the verification of the 

model.  
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Figure 41 – Visual representation of requirements and parameters quantification 
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5. VERIFICATION / CASE STUDY 

The proposed methodology was subjected to validation through a case study. In collaboration with 

BIMMS, the Requirements Specificator was implemented in the project that is currently being 

developed within the company. The implementation process included realization of the model within 

Autodesk Revit platform, followed by the exporting to the IFC format. 

5.1. Verification rules and requirements 

In order to investigate possible verification approaches, a subset of the rules was extracted from the 

Requirements Specificator: 

Unique Room Naming – There shall be no rooms containing the same room number. 

Unallocated / Unplaced Rooms – Model shall not contain rooms that are not placed. 

Room Area – Room Area shall be the same as area required and defined by the Room Schedule. 

Elements intersection – Model shall not contain elements that overlap/intersect. 

Minimal handrail height – Minimal handrail height for stairs and ramps shall not be less than 900mm. 

Elements Location – Doors/Windows – Windows and doors shall be assigned to the same floor as the 

walls or roof in which they are located. 

Level of Information Need – Elements shall contain the information content defined by the Level of 

Information Need. 

5.2. Verification Methodology 

In agreement with the company, it was decided to investigate two possible approaches of checking the 

rules defined in the subset: Checking if the Revit file complies to the modelling rules and Checking the 

compliance of the IFC file to the proposed rules and information requirements. 

First approach is intended for the use during modelling process, by the team members creating the 

model. It represents quality assurance measurement that is being performed while the model is being 

developed, enabling users to identify and rectify mistakes before exporting to the IFC format. 

Consequently, leading to reduction in both time and effort when compared to the conventional process 

of exporting the model and conducting validation using external software tools like Solibri or 

Navisworks. 

Second approach is designed to accommodate both the internal verifications of the quality and the 

external assessment undertaken by the client. It aims to address the compliance of the IFC file that is 

being delivered to the client, to the information requirements defined by the EIR.  
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Based on this, three methodologies of verifications were conducted. Using Visual Programming 

Language within Dynamo platform to test the Revit model, using Python programming language with 

the IfcOpenShell and IDS for the checking of the IFC file (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42 – Assigning Verification methods to chosen rules 

5.3. Dynamo 

As explained previously, first verification methodology uses Visual Programming language within 

Dynamo environment. The aim is to perform three different checks on the Revit model developed by 

company. First two verifications address and validate the architectural model, whereas third checking 

employs both architectural model and MEP model that is linked. 

5.3.1. Unique Room Naming 

 

Figure 43 - Dynamo script for checking unique room naming 

This verification includes a script designed for verifying unique room naming (Figure 43). It assures 

that the model does not contain duplicated room names. It is based on the condition, if the rooms contain 

the same room number, they are duplicated and shall be marked as such. Process includes several steps 

as shown below (Figure 44). 
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Figure 44 - Checking unique room naming – process flow 

First, all the elements of the room category are collected along with the values of the property Number. 

In order to parse the ones containing the same number value two possible approaches are identified, 

first, using sequence of nodes to identify and extract duplicated numbers and second, using a Python 

script (Figure 45). Since the node approach would mean that data is growing exponentially with 

checking of each number, duplicating the information for each occurrence, a Python script is chosen as 

a more efficient approach. 

 

Figure 45 - Searching for duplicated indices – Python script 

Script takes a list of room numbers as input and defines a function for finding duplicated indices. Within 

the function two dictionaries are initialized, one to keep track of the first occurrence of each room 

number and another to identify duplicate occurrences. In other words, it checks if the room number has 

been seen before, without storing unnecessary duplicate information. Output of the script provides a 

dictionary that associates key (room number) with values (indices).  

After retrieving the rooms that are duplicated, second step is to present them within the model 

graphically. Simply overriding the room elements with different colour can be one approach, but it 

presents an issue if the view template and visibility overrides do not include colour fill. Taking this into 

consideration, instead of colouring the rooms itself, the room tags connected to them should be coloured. 

In order to get the room tags of the duplicated rooms first, a list of all dependant elements is identified. 

Then a python script was used to extract only room tags from the list (Figure 46). 
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Figure 46 - Searching for related room tags – Python script 

The provided verification of the Revit file showed that there are three rooms containing the same room 

number, displayed as in the Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47 – Visualization of results of duplicated numbers check within Revit 

5.3.2. Unallocated / Unplaced Rooms 

This verification checks if the Revit file contains unplaced rooms and exports a report with elements 

data to Excel sheet (Figure 48). Process defined in the script, retrieves all the elements of category room 

contained in the model and checks their location (Figures 49). 

 

Figure 48 - Dynamo script for checking unplaced rooms 
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Figure 49 - Checking for unplaced rooms – process flow 

The list of all room elements is created followed by the extraction of rooms location values. Created list 

is then filtered with null values, so it outputs the list of rooms that are unplaced. In other words, 

functionalities of Object.IsNull node are used to filter the elements which location value equals zero. 

Then the parameter values associated with those room elements are collected. Script extracts information 

relevant to rooms identification: Name, Number, Level and GUID. After creating the list of parameter 

values associated to each room, it exports the data to Excel sheet creating a report. 

Performed verification showed that four rooms contained within Revit file are unplaced. The results 

were then confirmed with creation of the room schedule which listed the same instances (Figure 50). 

 

Figure 50 - Results of the unplaced rooms check 

5.3.3. Intersection of Elements 

Third verification is the most complex since it addresses not one but two models. It checks the 

intersection of the elements within the Architectural model with the elements contained in the linked 

MEP model (Figure 51). The script verifies if there is intersection between the wall and the pipe 

instances (Figure 52). 
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Figure 51 - Dynamo script for checking intersecting elements 

 

Figure 52 - Checking for element intersection – process flow 

The first step of the process is retrieving all elements of these two categories within the models. In this 

specific case, piping is not directly represented within working model, but contained in the linked model, 

so it uses different retrieving approach comparing to the walls. Instead of using standard nodes integrated 

in Dynamo, it requires using the functionalities within the nodes specifically intended to deal with linked 

elements, provided by BimorphNodes package. This package allows interaction with linked elements 

and functions for addressing their intersection. Element.IntersectsElements functionality is employed to 

detect intersections, which is then followed by result nodes displaying elements of both categories. The 

way BimorphNodes operates, results in displaying two distinct lists. One of the lists contains all piping 

instances that were evaluated, while the other displays all wall instances, where empty values are 

provided for the walls that do not intersect. In order to extract only the elements that have intersection, 

next step involves filtering process. By utilizing List.IsEmpty node on the walls result, a list of indices 

is created which is then used as a mask for filtering both lists (Figure 53). 
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Figure 53 - Filtering the intersected elements 

After getting the list of intersected elements, script retrieves the parameter values needed for the 

identification of the elements. For the piping elements it provides values regarding: Size, IfcGUID, 

System Classification, System Type, System Abbreviation and System Name. For the wall elements: 

Name, IfcGUID, Type Mark and Level. This data is then combined and exported into Excel sheet 

(Figure 54). 

 

Figure 54 - Report of performed check within Excel 

For easier identification of the intersected elements within the model, graphic display of the results is 

also incorporated into the script. This step includes implementing colour-coding approach to highlight 

the walls that intersect with piping instances. In order for the colour to be displayed in all views, 

regardless of the view template, the overriding graphic settings functionality is revoked. As shown in 

the results below, this enables detection of the elements in different views (Figure 55). 
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Figure 55 - Visual representation of results within Revit 

5.4. IfcOpenShell 

Second type of verification uses Python and IfcOpenShell to process IFC file and checks if it complies 

to certain requirement. For the purpose of research, three different aspects of verification are addressed 

through created scripts: 

Alphanumerical – relying on the method of direct extraction of property and its value; 

Geometrical – extracting geometric information of elements; 

Checking of relations – navigating elements relationships. 

5.4.1. Minimal handrail height 

First verification procedure includes checking if the handrail height is less than 900 mm. This is 

relatively straightforward method as it checks the data contained directly within the IFC. As it can be 

seen in the property sets of the IfcRailing, Height property is stored in the Pset_RailingCommon 

meaning that is the container within which data should be processed.  

Methodology of processing data, as described in Figure 56, is to retrieve all railing objects contained in 

the IFC file and then loop through each of them to find required property. 
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Figure 56 - Checking the railing height – process flow 

Algorithm iterates through the property sets associated with the IFC object using IfcRel 

DefinesByProperties relationship. This relationship as defined by the IFC schema, enables the code to 

access property sets of the object and to identify the one called Pset_RailingCommon. Lastly, a function 

is called to retrieve the height property value and compare it to the required one. The railing that does 

not meet the requirements, is printed in results, along with the data that enable the element identification. 

Performed verification of the IFC file showed that out of total number of 66 railing objects, 23 does not 

meet the height requirement (Figure 57). Upon further inspection of the displayed results, it is concluded 

that it is one type of the railing that has 23 instances in the file. 

 

Figure 57 - Results of performed check 

5.4.2. Room Area 

Second validation script checks if the areas of the rooms contained within the IFC file complies to the 

Room Schedule defined by the client. Unlike the first script which assess handrail height extracting 

property stored in the property set, this check employs geometrical calculations to generate the area of 

the rooms. It does not rely on the preexisting data that can be manipulated within the IFC schema, so it 

provides higher accuracy of calculations. 

For execution of this verification first an Excel spreadsheet was formed based on the Room schedule 

requested by the client. The table created listed 143 rooms and data associated with them: Room 

Number, Room Name and Room Area (Figure 58). 
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Figure 58 - Room schedule spreadsheet in Excel 

Second step in the verification process is creating the script that would check the provided IFC file. 

Overall methodology of processing data is described below (Figure 59). 

 

Figure 59 - Checking of room area – process flow 

Algorithm collects all IfcSpace objects from the provided IFC and then processes geometry for each of 

them. It uses IfcOpenShell functionalities to extract faces and verts of the shape geometry, and then 

groups them into sets of three. Grouping function is necessary step as it forms triangles that are building 

the mesh that is generated using Trimesh functions. In order to get the area for each of the spaces, created 

meshes are cut with the horizontal planar surface through their centroid, giving section areas that 

represent the areas of the spaces. Section areas are rounded to two decimal places so they correspond to 

the ones provided by Excel sheet. Since the information requirements specify that Room Numbers is 

unique identifier of each of the rooms, it is used to connect the rooms extracted from the IFC file with 

the ones defined in the sheet. After collecting the data, the code is being used to compare the calculated 

areas with the ones given by the client, providing PASS/FAIL results.  

After conducting the verification, results are printed, showing all spaces contained in the IFC file, their 

number, name, GUID, area and the PASS/FAIL result. Performed checking showed that 141/143 rooms 
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comply with the client’s requirements. Provided information and GUID they allowed further 

identification of the ones that failed within the IFC viewer (Figure 60). 

 

 

Figure 60 – Results of performed check 

5.4.3. Elements Location – Doors/Windows 

The third verification procedure checks if the doors and windows are located on the same level as the 

walls that are hosting them. Execution of this checking required writing a script that would run the IFC 

file and detect mismatches between the levels (Figure 61). 

 

Figure 61 - Checking of elements location – process flow 
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In order to compare levels of the walls and hosted elements it is necessary first to define a function for 

finding doors and windows placed in the walls. Since there is no direct functionality to collect the hosted 

elements, process of finding doors and windows within the wall is based on the relations given in the 

IFC door and window containment schema provided below (Figure 62). 

 

Figure 62 - IfcWindow and IfcDoor containment schema 

Algorithm goes through IfcRelVoidsElements associated to the walls and iterates through these 

relationships to identify the opening elements connected to them. For each opening script evaluates if it 

is the IfcOpeningElement, ensuring that only valid openings are considered for further analysis. Once 

the openings are defined, it searches for the IfcRelFillsElement connected to them, linking the openings 

to the filling elements that are doors or windows (Figure 63). 

 

Figure 63 – Section of the script - searching for hosted elements 

After returning the list of doors and windows connected to the wall, spatial containment of the elements 

is processed in order to find building storeys they are located on. Verification provides PASS/FAIL 

results, printing the relevant data of the walls and hosted elements if their levels mismatch. 

Performed checking of the IFC file showed that out of 211 door and window elements 2 door elements 

are not on the same level as the walls they are placed in (Figure 64). Printed data revealed that walls are 

placed on the Piso 01, whereas doors level is Piso 00. 
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Figure 64 - Results of performed check 

Results were then verified in the BIMCollab software to confirm the correctness of performed test. 

Smart view was created containing the GUID of the listed elements and then their data was assessed. 

Verification showed that they are on the same elevation, but with different containment relations to 

building storeys (Figure 65). 

 

Figure 65 - Verification of results in IfcViewer 

5.5. IDS 

The third type of verification uses IDS format to check compliance of the IFC file to the Level of 

Information Need defined by the EIR. Two methods of using IDS were evaluated as the first one uses 

open approach, and the second uses tools developed by ACCA Software: 

1. IDS Converter and IfcTester (BlenderBIM) 

2. usBIM.IDS editor and usBIM.IDS validator. 
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For the purpose of this case study wall elements were chosen for the verification, so initially Revit file 

was populated with data and then exported to the IFC used for validation process. 

5.6. Populating Revit file 

The initial phase of verification process involved population of the wall elements within the Revit file 

with attributes defined by the Level of Information Need. Depending on the type of information, they 

were either created as type or instance parameters (Figure 66). Data connected to Cost, Installation and 

Warranty was set up as instance parameters since it can differ for each wall instance depending on the 

position and installation date. On the other hand, information concerning performance, description and 

manufacturer remains the same for the whole family type, so it was populated as type parameter. 

Properties that are identified as hard coded so already within the Revit file, were directly used, avoiding 

duplication of data entry. Additionally, populating the file with dimensional data was intentionally 

omitted from this step, as it is generated automatically during the IFC export process. This approach 

prevented unnecessary redundancy. 
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Figure 66 – Mapping parameters 

Because of the limitation given by Revit when it comes to grouping properties and naming property sets, 

parameters were organized as follows: Cost and Installation Data grouped in the set named General; 

Warranty Data grouped in the set named Other; Is External and Fire Rating within the IFC Parameters 

and Is Water Resistant to property set Data. 

Although the IFC export will change the distribution of parameters and locate them in sets according to 

the IFC schema, their organization within Revit file was important step in facilitating the overall process 

and ensuring easier navigation and input of the provided values for the users.   
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Since the file contains over 70 wall family types and over 1000 wall instances, Dynamo script and 

schedules were used to enhance the speed of populating parameters with the data. In the figure below 

section of populated data is shown (Figure 67). 

 

Figure 67 - Section of data populated within the Revit 

5.7. Exporting to IFC 

After populating the walls with required data, the model was exported to the IFC-SPF format. Assuring 

the data being properly exported involved several steps (Figure 68). Firstly, to check that all the walls 

are exported to IFC as IfcWall, and coverings made with wall object as IfcCovering. Secondly, exporting 

from the selected 3D view and selecting the option to only export elements visible in the view. Next 

step included adjusting the export of property sets where exporting of IFC common property sets and 

exporting of base quantities was selected. Along with these sets, user defined property sets were added 

to assure all the parameters being exported to the IFC. Chosen version was IFC4 Reference View and 

chosen classification system was Uniclass 2015. 
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Figure 68 - Process of IFC export 

Prior to checking the compliance of the file to IDS, IFC was evaluated in the BIMCollab viewer (Figure 

69). Exploration of the file showed that all the parameters were effectively mapped and exported. Along 

with the alphanumeric information, quantities were also examined and compared to the ones displayed 

in the proprietary file, which showed no discrepancies. 
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Figure 69 - Evaluation of IFC file within IfcViewer 

5.7.1. IDS Converter and Blender BIM 

Methodology chosen for this type of verification adopts an open approach, combining IDS converter 

with the functionalities provided by Blender BIM. IDS converter is an app developed by Carlos Dias 

(Dias, 2023) that is used to generate an IDS format as defined by BuildingSMART. Within Blender 

there is a BIM add on that contains functionality IFC Tester that is used to check the compliance of the 

IFC file to the IDS format. Process consists of three key steps, which are: 

• Populating the Excel sheet with defined requirements – filling the template provided by the 

converter app; 

• Using the IDS converter for generating IDS using the IDS converter app to transform Excel data 

into an IDS format and 

• IFC compliance check with IfcTester - inside Blender BIM using the IfcTester feature to 

compare provided IFC file with the IDS. 

Excel template is structured with columns each defining distinct aspect of the requirement. Being 

structured this way it provides easy navigation and user-friendly environment. Setup follows a structure 

as shown in the figure below (Figure 70). 
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Figure 70 - Excel template structure 

This structure enables the user to not only establish the properties that need to be retained within the 

model but to define and verify their corresponding values as well. This functionality proves particularly 

convenient when addressing specific property values such as fire rating. For instance, in this case it was 

requested to all solid walls have Fire Rating that is 3 and each wall to be approved by BIMMS.  

These specifications were defined in the following way (Figure 71). 

 

Figure 71 - Specifying the restrictions of the parameters values 

Following the Template data structure, an Excel sheet is populated with the requirements (Figure 72) 

and then using the IDS converter, exported to IDS format. 

 

Figure 72 - Specifications defined in the Excel template 
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One of the issues encountered following this approach to create IDS is that the Excel template only 

addresses parameters that are stored as properties within property sets. This means that all the 

information such as classification, materials, description and GUID cannot be added directly to the table. 

Which raises the question can parameters that are stored as attributes and in higher-level entities also be 

submitted to evaluation? To answer this question, it was needed to delve into the documentation of both 

IDS format, IDS converter and IfcTester. First IDS format’s Github repository was evaluated. 

Documentation provided there which includes both Property-facet, Attribute-facet and Material-facet 

proved that IDS format itself is designed to handle both attributes and properties, as well as materials. 

This finding led to conclusion that limitations encountered have to be either by converter or the tester. 

Going further, IDS converter’s repository was evaluated. The investigated documentation revealed that 

the limitation is deriving from the converter’s functionality, which posed another question: is there a 

way to go around this limitation? The proposed methodology would be to follow the steps of populating 

Excel sheet, then using the converter to export the IDS, and then manually add to the code, requirements 

that cannot be directly exported with the template. This approach was tested with adding classification 

requirement manually (Figure 73), which proved to be working. 

 

Figure 73 - Adding classification specification to the code 

After creating the IDS, IfcTester was used to conduct the assessment of the IFC file to the established 

IDS. The outcome of the verification is elaborated upon below (Figure 74). 
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Figure 74 - Results of performed check 

The results obtained from the verification process demonstrate high level of compliance. As it can be 

seen on the provided results, majority of verifications provided 100% accuracy, meaning that all 1163 

IfcWall entities comply to the specified IDS requirements. However, certain difficulties emerged 

particularly in relation to the quantity properties. 97% of the evaluated walls were marked as passing 

the prescribed requirement. A closer examination of the results revealed that 33 walls did not contain 

required properties: Height, Gross Volume and Gross and Side Net Area. To address this issue, further 
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inspection of IFC model in the BIMCollab platform was conducted. Based on the GUID of the walls 

provided in the results, Smart view was created to isolate only the walls showing discrepancies (Figure 

75). 

 

Figure 75 - Visualization of results within IfcViewer 

Based on the evaluation of the selected walls, it can be concluded that possible reason for an issue during 

the export of the base quantity set could be due to their geometry. Further investigation on the possible 

issues during IFC export provided no answer on why this happens, only that the possible problem could 

be related to the conversion of units. Having this in mind, it is recommended to adopt slightly different 

approach in cases where geometric complexity of the walls could pose the challenge during the export 

of the data. In such case, it is advised to consider data mapping as opposed to relying on the automated 

generation through the base quantities export. 

5.7.2. ACCA IDS Editor and IDS Validator 

Second approach to using IDS format for checking IFC file compliance to the requirements, relies on 

the tools developed by ACCA software. Methodology is based on the use of two tools: 

usBIM.IDS editor - a tool used to specify information requirements and convert them into a standard 

IDS file, which will be used for validation. It is an open online application that can be used by everyone.  
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usBIM.IDS validator - this tool checks the IFC file against the IDS format created previously. Finally, 

it verifies if the provided IFC file meets the requirements outlined in the IDS.  

Both tools are integrated into the usBIM cloud system. 

As explained in the previous chapter, this verification methodology will use wall instances as a subject 

of study, so the initial step is to create an IDS format that specifies all information that should be 

contained within the wall. Advantage of ACCA’s editor compared to the previous inspected 

methodology is that it allows creation of requirements for not only properties, but classification, material 

and attributes as well. The tool has built in functionality to recognize IFC relationships and entity 

inheritance, so specifying attributes only requires defining their name, without further knowledge of 

their position in the IFC schema. Based on the way how IFC stores required information, parameters 

were organized under four groups: Classification; Attributes; Materials and Properties. 

Furthermore, following this division they were specified in the editor as shown in the examples below 

(Figure 76). 

 

Figure 76 - Specification of requirements in editor 
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One of the functionalities of editor is that it allows defining range of values or the exact value within the 

property. Which, in this case, was used to specify that all fire rating values should be in the range of 0 

to 9. Additionally, a specific requirement was set by which all wall elements need to be approved by 

BIMMS.  

During the process of creating IDS, couple of issues were noticed, which was confirmed by the later 

inspection of the IFC schema. It turned out that attribute Phase has no direct relation to the IfcWall. 

Meaning that, it can be assessed only as the attribute within IfcProject which is the entity where this 

data is stored. Furthermore, an issue was noticed in specifying the exact name of the material. While 

this is straightforward when an element comprises a single material, it leads to a question when dealing 

with compound elements that consist of multiple layers. To answer this question, research of both 

editor’s and validator’s documentation was undertaken. It was discovered that it is possible to specify 

the naming of each material layer and should be in a format as exemplified in the Figure 77. Naming 

process follows a specific schema: <wall name>, <structural layer name>, <Materials>, <material 

layers>, excluding the membrane layer since it has no thickness. However, this approach is very time 

consuming especially when dealing with elements containing a substantial number of layers. So, it is 

advised to be applied only when elements comprise a single layer or limited number of material layers. 

 

Figure 77 - Schema for specifying naming of material 

After preparing the IDS format, validator was used to conduct verification. Results of the checking 

showed that all 1163 wall instances satisfy classification requirement, as well as majority of the 

information requirements. The issue was detected with the base quantities, where the results match the 

results provided by the previous verification method. 33 wall instances are missing Height, Gross Side 

Area, Net Side Area and Gross Volume (Figure 78). 
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Figure 78 - Results of performed check within validator 

5.8. Comparison of the methods for verification 

When evaluating optimal verification methodology for specific use case, it is crucial to understand their 

distinctive advantages and limitations. In this context, Dynamo serves as a tool specifically intended for 

direct checking of the Revit model. This allows uninterrupted workflow, eliminating the need for 

additional steps of exporting required by majority of model checkers. Additional step in integrating 

Dynamo in a quality assuring process would be automation of the issue correction, which would 

significantly reduce time and resources lost in these processes. In scenarios where discrepancies are 

identified within model checker, identified issues are manually or semi-automatic transferred from the 

checker to the Revit environment, and subsequently handled. Integration of Dynamo would allow 

automation of error detection and correction within the authoring platform. Advantages of using this 

tool is its user-friendliness, and its applicability on different models. Opposed to this, IFC-related 

verifications are highly dependent on the version of the IFC, and the way data is structured within IFC 

schema, which sometimes limits the use. When evaluating the IfcOpenShell and IDS verification 

methodologies, several factors are observed. Primary limitation of the use of IfcOpenShell is that it 

requires prior programming experience, but also deep knowledge of the IFC schema. Nevertheless, it 

allows much faster processing of bigger amount of data and enables performing geometry checking that 

with IDS can only be performed to certain extent, through defining property values. In contrast, biggest 

advantage of the IDS format in both tested approaches is that is accessible and fairly easy to apply. 

Comparison of two tested methodologies using IDS undoubtedly shows an advantage in the use of 
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converter and BlenderBIM since it is a completely open approach. Although the converter displays 

certain limitations in its ability to specify requirements, this constraint can be overcome with relatively 

straightforward code modifications. ACCA’s editor is far more advanced in formulating IDS, but 

differences between IfcTester within BlenderBIM and IDS validator are minor. Key advantage of 

validator is that it enables visual identification of the elements and facilitates export of the BCF file that 

can be used to address the issue further. In summary, all verification methods offer unique benefits and 

challenges, meaning multiple factors should be considered when deciding which one to use. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Quality Management is a fundamental principle for addressing quality of products or services. Its 

evolution can be traced back starting from the ancient civilizations to the 4th industrial revolution, 

otherwise known as Industry 4. Digital transformation brought by Industry 4.0 facilitated the need for 

Quality 4.0 which is a new approach in managing quality, that relies on the use of digital technologies, 

particularly automation, to enhance quality control. This research identified various benefits on the use 

of Quality 4.0 tools in the Quality Management processes, which underlines the significance of 

embracing this approach for staying competitive in currently evolving digitalization.   

When it comes to construction industry, process of managing quality presents a unique challenge. This 

complexity arises from the involvement of large number of various stakeholders and the nature of the 

construction projects, which is unpredictable and always changing. Quality Management addresses not 

only the final product, but the processes as well. With the implementation of BIM, Quality Management 

in the AEC sector has experienced drastic transformation, shifting from the traditional on-site procedures 

to the managing quality in digital environment. With the digital model becoming key factor of project 

development and collaboration between stakeholders, the focus of quality managing methodology was 

redirected to it. This facilitated two processes that address quality of the model: Quality Assurance and 

Quality control. For proper Quality Management within BIM environment, it is of crucial importance 

to understand how these processes function and what their core differences are. Numerous guidelines 

and manuals are available on the topic of model quality, providing an insight into the status of QA/QC 

practices on the market. It was evaluated the extent and detail to which they address these topics, 

confirming that majority of provided documents lack clear and detailed guidelines to achieve model 

quality.  

The key component of QA/QC processes within BIM represents model checking. Despite the obvious 

benefits, there are still a lot of challenges in the efficiency of its application. It is usually very complex 

process and users are often reluctant to trust the results. To perform model checking three components 

must be addressed, the predefined rules, the information content and the tool used for checking. To 

provide better understanding of the model checking processes and to evaluate solutions available on the 

market, several software solutions and their functionalities were analysed.  

Putting in BIM context the overall definition of quality as conformance to requirements, leads to the 

conclusion that model quality can be measured in its ability to fulfil intended purpose. Meaning that 

QA/QC processes should be focused on the compliance of the model to the predefined requirements. 

Requirements given by the appointing party are the ones defining main objectives and purpose of the 

model. If the model fails to achieve its purpose, it is a faulty product.  One of the main challenges found 

in proper defining of the requirements is that client lack the proper knowledge on how to specify the 

requirements comprehensively. This facilitates poor inputs that result in poor model quality. Interviews 

conducted within the company confirmed that lack of clarity and detail represent main issues with 

client’s specification of the requirements.  

This research has recognized that improving quality of BIM model requirements can answer the question 

on how the model quality can be enhanced. It is proposed a solution that suggest an implementation of 
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the methodology that would address the way how clients specify requirements and how the BIM model 

is verified according to those requirements. This methodology is based on the understanding that the 

accuracy, precision, and comprehensiveness of the model requirements are critical to the development 

of a BIM model. It was developed a Specificator that would assist the appointing party in the process of 

defining Project specific requirements. This would prevent the issues deriving from inadequate 

information. Project specific requirements are then delivered to the appointed party and used for the 

creation of the model. For assuring model quality, verification methods are included, validating the 

model’s compliance to the predefined requirements. This reduces potential issues and improves the 

interoperability process.  

To construct the Requirements Specificator, extensive research was conducted. The research phase 

began with data collecting approach using a variety of methods and sources. In order to ensure that the 

Specificator’s content is based on the wide range of industry guidelines, standards and best practices, 

the initial phase was parsing through large number of different resources. This resulted in the collection 

of data that captures collective knowledge on this subject. Furthermore, study project involved collecting 

valuable information and expertise shared in the interviews with company’s professionals. This resulted 

in not only gaining professional insights, but also aligning methodology with company’s operating 

methods. The research journey further extended into a revision process, once again involving company’s 

professionals. This revision phase was crucial step in fine-tuning the initial draft of the Specificator. It 

provided validation of the content. Finally, the first version of the Requirements Specificator was 

created.  

In addition to the creation of Specificator, this research also addressed possible methods of verification 

of the model compliance to the rules defined by the requirements. The verification approach was aligned 

with the tendencies of using advanced technologies outlined previously. Possible methods were tested 

on the case study provided by the company. The verification approach tested three methods using visual 

programming language, IfcOpenshell and IDS format. Performed verifications showed that each tool 

has its benefits and drawbacks in terms of checking the BIM Model. However, in the wider scale 

application of these methodologies, choosing appropriate one depends on a set of variables that should 

be considered: resources, programming expertise, financial aspects and so on. 

The concept of integrated QA/QC methodology proposed in the research holds great potential in 

addressing quality and assuring that the BIM model answers to the client’s needs. It has the capacity of 

transforming the process of collaboration and the way deliveries are handled. However, the 

implementation of this approach to its full potential would require extensive financial and human 

resources for development. Firstly, in completing the knowledge base with more BIM uses so it can 

respond various scenarios. Related to this, Specificator would require continuous refinement aligning it 

with current standards and incorporating lessons learned from each project. Secondly, in creating the 

tool that would accommodate all verifications of the requirements from the Specificator. 

The conducted research led to the development of a proposed methodology aimed at enhancing the 

quality of the model. Anyway, it is important to note that there are opportunities for further development 

and expansion of this methodology aimed at enhancing the range of its functionalities and overall 

efficiency. Further developments of the study could enhance proposed Specificator in several ways: 
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• Enlarging the Requirements Specificator by adding more parameters and requirements to the 

existing tiers. Specificator may meet a bigger variety of project-specific requirements by including wider 

range of criteria. Third tier may also be expanded to cover new BIM uses, assuring its applicability in 

wider range of project scenarios.  

• Creating a Preparator that would allow automatic generation of the project specific 

requirements. Instead of manually creating a subset from the Specificator, this transition would work 

using machine to machine interaction, where the subset of all requirements would be extracted based on 

the user inputs in the Preparator. For example, in the Preparator client could select the type of building, 

project milestone, requested uses and other relevant details. The Preparator would then extract the 

necessary parameters and requirements from the Specificator’s repository, creating a customized set of 

requirements for the specific project. Automation of this process would allow seamless transition of 

information from the preparator to the requirements specification, reducing the possibilities of errors or 

omissions. 

• Verification methodology can be enhanced by developing a comprehensive verification process 

that encompasses all the specified requirements. The verification process would include both internal 

quality checks, as well as validation on the client’s side. Final objective would be automation of 

verification process, using advanced algorithms and tools. 

• Development of Web-Based Platform could facilitate the entire methodology, integrating all the 

components. This platform would involve the Preparator where project specific requirements would be 

generated, and a Tester where the digital model would be verified against these requirements. The 

platform would streamline the workflow by providing centralized environment for managing the quality 

assurance and checking processes. Results and reports would be automatically generated, allowing both 

appointing parties and appointed parties to access the results and communicate the issues. 

The ultimate goal for further development would be to utilise Specificator machine to machine structure 

and allow automation of the creation and verification process, minimizing manual work and allowing 

seamless process. 

The findings of this research underline the importance for the industry to prioritize Quality of the BIM 

Models. Although there is the large number of guidelines and tools available on the market, the depth 

with which they deal on the topic of Quality is not sufficient. They provide either very ambiguous 

guidelines or the ones not applicable in real world market, discouraging users in adopting them. With 

this in consideration, it becomes imperative to shift the focus towards methodologies that are 

straightforward, and applicable in practice. Moreover, the fragmentation of Quality procedures needs to 

be prevailed by integration, as it is the only possible way in striving for seamless processes.  
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QC 
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Architecture, Engineering and Construction 

Asset Information Requirements 

BIM Execution Plan 

Building Environment Rule and Analysis Language 

Building Information Modelling 

Exchange Information Requirements 

Global Unique Identifier 

Information Delivery Specification 

Industry Foundation Class 

Level of development 

Level of detail 

Level of Information Need 

Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing 

Model View Definition 

Organizational Information Requirements 

Web Ontology Language 

Quality Assurance 

Quality Control 

Quantity take-off 

Requirement, Applicability, Selection and Exception 

Resource Description Framework 

Standards, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation 
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APPENDIX 5: II TIER: LEVEL OF INFORMATION NEED 
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APPENDIX 7: III TIER: ENERGY ANALYSIS 
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APPENDIX 8: DYNAMO SCRIPT: UNIQUE ROOM NAMING 

 

 

APPENDIX 9: DYNAMO SCRIPT – UNALLOCATED / UNPLACED ROOMS 
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APPENDIX 10: DYNAMO SCRIPT – INTERSECTING ELEMENTS 
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APPENDIX 11: IFCOPENSHELL SCRIPT: MINIMAL 

HANDRAIL HEIGHT 
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APPENDIX 12: IFCOPENSHELL SCRIPT: ROOM AREA 
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APPENDIX 13: IFCOPENSHELL SCRIPT: ELEMENTS 

LOCATION – DOORS/WINDOWS 

 


